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FOREWORD

ASHISH BHASIN

CHAIRMAN & CEO SOUTH ASIA - Dentsu Aegis Network
CHAIRMAN POSTERSCOPE & MKTG - Asia Pacific

2019

has a lot of promise! You have the general
elections, the Indian Premier League (IPL), and the
ICC Cricket World Cup. All these events are going to
initiate a major spike in advertising and digital is going
to be the key catalyst here.
Today, you no longer have to sell digital to a client.
After all, this is the only medium which gives you a very
measurable ROI, and almost an immediate impact. We
have 612 million people on the internet today and in
the next three to four years, another 300-400 million
people will join in. Concurrently, the next phase of
internet users will speak regional languages and as a
result, you will probably see a lot more advertising in
regional languages on digital in the years to come.
Dentsu Aegis Network understands this scope.
Consequently, we are over-weight on digital. Of
our 3500 people, more than 1600 are in our digital
agencies. Nearly 48% of our revenues comes from
digital at a time when the market average in India is
still 12-15%.

We recognize the need for an industry level research
report which not only covers the market size but
also gives a direction towards which this industry
is moving. The lack of detailed and accurate Digital
Advertising Spends is surprising for a medium that
lends itself to measurement. It is to fulfil this gap
that all the 8 agencies of the Dentsu Aegis Network
i.e. Isobar, iProspect, Merkle Sokrati, WatConsult,
Dentsu Webchutney, SVG Media/Columbus,Fractal
and Amnet, collaborated with E4M again this year, for
the 3rd edition of our Digital Report that extensively
covers Digital trends, spends and insights across all
sectors.
We welcome inputs from the entire industry to help
establish a robust eco-system for this fast growing and
increasingly important part of our advertising industry
in India.
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Digital is mainstream and how!
The affordable data revolution has resulted in a
radical change in digital content consumption in India.
Consider this: Indian consumers are using 8GB of
mobile data per month. Widespread access to mobile
internet has put India at an inflection point with
regards to internet penetration. As of 2018, India is
expected to have surpassed 612 million internet users.
Both these factors are shaping how marketers leverage
the digital medium in India. The Indian advertising
market which was worth Rs 10,819 crore ($1.3 billion)
in 2018 is estimated to grow at a high CAGR of 31.96%
and the market will expand to Rs 24,920 crore ($3.52
billion) by 2021.
From plain performance driven digital media
investments to more cutting-edge experimentation
with digital brands will speak the language of digital
and data like never before in 2019.

Our report with Dentsu Aegis Network
highlights the significant these trends of
2019 :
Digital transformation will be adopted at a substantial
scale, which in turn, will increase the adoption of
digital media at a rapid pace.
The rapid increase in the penetration of mobile devices
and internet has led to 47% of digital media spends on

mobile devices and is expected to grow at CAGR of
49% to reach spends share of 67% by 2021.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence will see
heavy adoption and implementation in various media
in the near future.
The main drivers of the growth of digital media will
be voice, vernacular and video. Apart from this, some
of the other drivers of digital media growth will be
engaging mobile experiences based on augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).
The advertising expenditure on the digital advertising
formats is led by social media (29%) followed by search
(25%), display (21%) and video (20%).
Adoption of programmatic advertising will increase
further in 2019. Currently, 18% of all digital media is
bought programmatically and has grown from 15%
last year. This growth will be driven by technological
advancements, improvements in data science and
analytics, implementation of algorithm to automate
various procedures, better ad fraud detection, and
improved data policies and regulations.
The growth of digital will also bring its set of challenges.
Like we saw in 2018, the issue of data safety and
security will be the cornerstone of digital in 2019. The
other ghost of 2018 that will continue to haunt digital
marketers in 2019 will be the menace of bots. Ad fraud
and viewability concerns will continue to be high on
priority for marketers.

Executive
Summary
Internet penetration and adoption
of digital media in India is growing
at an unprecedented rate, which
is creating huge opportunities
to tap into the unchartered
arena of digital space in newer
ways. The ever evolving digital
industry and the advancement
of technology opens various
opportunities to interact with the
audiences. Marketers can now
choose innovative ways to reach
out to their target audience and
cater to the demand to create
unforgettable experiences for
them.
The internet user base in India was
around 560 million at the end of
Q3, 2018. It is expected to reach
up to 612 million users by 2018
and grow with CAGR of 14.7% to
reach around 924 million by 2021.
As of 2018, the Indian advertising
market stands at Rs. 61,878 crore
($8.76 billion) and is estimated to
grow with a CAGR of 10.62% till
2021 to reach a market size of Rs.
85,250 crore ($12.06 billion).
The digital advertising market size
is around Rs. 10,819 crore ($1.3

billion) and the estimated CAGR
growth will be 31.96% and the
market will expand to Rs. 24,920
crore ($3.52 billion).
Television and print take the
largest share of media spends
at 70% aggregated followed
by digital media at 17%. Digital
transformation is being adopted at
a substantial scale, which in turn, is
increasing the adoption of digital
media at a rapid pace.
Currently, BFSI is the biggest
spender on digital media with a
contribution of 38% of all their
marketing budgets. This is followed
by consumer durables (36%),
e-commerce (34%) and telecom
(31%). FMCG spends heavily on
the television (63%) and the retail
sector spends largely on print
(54%) medium
of advertising.
The advertising expenditure on
the digital advertising formats is
led by social media (29%)followed
by search (25%), display (21%)
and video (20%). The BFSI vertical
spends the largest share of its
digital media budget on search

(38%), while FMCG spends the
largest share of its digital media
budget on video which is (33%).
Currently, 18% of all digital media
is bought programmatically and
has grown from 15% last year.
The major reason for the growth
are technological advancements,
improvements in data science
& analytics, implementation of
algorithm to automate various
procedures, better ad fraud
detection and improved data
policies & regulations. The rapid
increase in the penetration of
mobile devices and internet has
led to 47% of digital media spends
on mobile devices and is expected
to grow at CAGR of 49% to reach
spends share of 67% by 2021.

Present

Digital India
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The Internet revolution is now ubiquitous in India, touching the vast
majority of the population across demography, geography, social and
economic segments.
According to TRAI estimates, at least 560 million people were using the
Internet in the country at the end of Q3, 2018. This number is expected
to reach 612 million by the end of 2018. The Internet penetration in
urban India was 88.26%, while it was 21.76% in rural India at the end
of this period. This reach is expected to grow to around 924 million by
2021.
With the increased per capita usage, Internet is rapidly catching up
with traditional media modes like television and print at a consistent
pace. This opens up newer avenues of content consumption for the
users, as well as opportunities for marketers to reach out to these
consumers in more personalized ways than ever before. That, along
with a push from policy makers to adopt the digital media, indicates
the revolution is catching momentum to become a mass movement.
This digital revolution is transforming ways in which people and
organizations conduct business.

Machine Learning (ML) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
will see heavy adoption and
implementation in various media
in the near future. The main
drivers of the growth of digital
media will be voice, vernacular
and video. Apart from this, some
of the other drivers of digital
media growth will be engaging
mobile experiences based on
augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR). In the near future,
data-driven decision-making and
business strategies will be more
transformative and will entail
building and merging of different
types of business models and its
implementation.
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Indian
Advertising
Industry
The digital revolution is transforming the way in which organizations conduct business. And, the opportunities
for the marketers to interact with their customers have expanded exponentially with myriad avenues to
advertise and connect with them.

INDIAN AD INDUSTRY AS OF 2018

Advertising
Industry

Digital Ad
Industry

2018
Rs. 61,878 CR
(~$ 8.76 BN)

Rs. 10,819 CR
(~$ 1.53 BN)

10.62%
CAGR

31.96%
CAGR

2021
Rs. 85,250 CR
(~$ 12.06 BN)

Rs. 24,920 CR
(~$ 3.52 BN)

The advertising market has grown at
rate of 10.57% in the past one year, and
is expected to reach Rs. 85,250 crore
by the end of 2021. While this year
saw a substantial growth in terms of
advertising spending, natural calamities
in South India and parts of the eastern
coast caused a lot of damage during the
festive season of Onam, affecting the
general life and businesses. Devastation
in the wake of the calamities affected
many industries like automobile, rubber,
IT, etc., thus impacting the economy
negatively. Industry estimates forecast
a slowdown in the GDP growth of these
states from the projected levels for the
year 2018-2019. Add to that, fluctuations
in the value of the Rupee against Dollar
has significantly affected the economy.
Despite these setbacks, the GDP has
remained at the forecasted levels.
Demonetization and Goods and Services
Tax (GST) were implemented to control
the inflow of hard cash into the economy,
and channelize the tax collected on
goods and services. Digitization helped
boost cashless transactions. These steps,
among others, have been positive for the
economy. It is predicted that they will
be responsible for an upward growth
in the economy in coming years, with
as much as double digit growth by the
time of general and state elections, the
cricket world cup and merger of big
entertainment networks.
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Spends by
Industry Verticals
The maximum contribution to the Indian advertising
market is made by FMCG (30%, Rs. 18,672 crore)
followed by E-Commerce (9% Rs. 5,544 crore) and
Automotive (9%, Rs. 5,425 crore).
Growing awareness towards digital media, easier
Internet access and changing lifestyles are the key
growth drivers for the consumer market. Focus on
agriculture, MSMEs, startups, education, healthcare,
infrastructure and employment under the current
Union Budget is expected to directly impact the
FMCG sector. We expect these developments to
increase the disposable income of consumers across
towns, thus benefitting the FMCG sector.
Rising income also plays a pivotal role for the
automotive sector, as around 60 million households
are expected to enter the consuming class by 2025
(defined as those with annual income of more than
Rs. 5,60,000). Along with this growth, the workforce
participation is expected to reach 67% by 2020, with
more women and youth entering the job market.
All this will lead to an increase in the demand for
mobility. However, rising fuel prices have been a
concern for this sector.
Thankfully, this year has seen a big comeback of
sale seasons, as well as the revival of some of the
dormant e-commerce players. Industry leaders have

been quite active during festivals, with them giving
numerous offers, considering the increasing number
of Indians who are adopting digital commerce and
cashless payments. E-commerce players are making
efficient use of performance-based marketing, a
model which is expected to grow due to stronger
profitability.
India is one of the largest appliances and consumer
electronics market in the world that is still growing.
Rise in disposable incomes, easy access to credit
and cashless payments, increasing electrification
of rural areas and growing adoption of online sales
will accelerate the growth in this sector, which is a
huge, untapped market. The introduction of National
Electronic Policy, along with Modified Special
Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS), will boost
investment and result in the accelerated growth
of this industry. It is estimated that by 2025, India
would rise from 12th to the 5th largest position in the
consumer durables market in the world. E-commerce
platforms have started pushing this category in a big
way, which will only boost the growth of this industry.
India is currently the second largest market in terms
of telecommunication and Internet users in the world.
Thanks to on-demand entertainment services, India’s
telecom sector has witnessed a rapid growth. The
adoption of audio and video content has reached the

cusp of infection point among Internet users in India,
leading to the evolution of a very-promising supply
side eco-system for streaming. Multiple players have
launched their digital streaming platforms, which
are providing consumers with multiple choices when
it comes to content consumption. So much so, now,
there are OTT players in regional languages who
have become extremely popular with original shows.
Telecom is playing a vital role in providing smooth
access.

Rising disposable income is boosting the demand for
quality products, and resulting in higher consumer
expenditure. It has made India the world’s 5th largest
global destination in retail space. What’s more? This
sector is set to double in size over the next three
years. There has been a rise in demand from Tier-II
and Tier-III cities, enhancing the supermarket space
in the country. Advertising in this space is mainly
focused around the festive season, mostly in print,
digital and television media.

Ad spends by Industry Verticals (In Rs. crore)
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Future
Growth

Indian advertising industry is expected to grow by 10.56% to
reach Rs. 68,413 crore by the end of 2019. Add to that, we
expect this industry to grow at an increased CAGR of 11.63%
year-on-year, reaching Rs. 85,250 crore by 2021.

Indian Advertising Industry (In Rs. crore)
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Formats
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Indian advertising industry is projected to be the second fastest
growing advertising market in Asia after China. Indian advertising
spending has grown by 10.57% to reach Rs. 61,878 crore in 2018. In
the entertainment and media sector, there is a trend of convergence
and integration of content and advertising platforms. There are
brands, which initially offered services pertaining to technology and
distribution, who have now moved into content. Service providers
have moved to content creation with integration of technology and
distribution. The difference and the distinction between print and
digital, video games and sports, wireless, fixed Internet access, pay TV
and over-the-top (OTT), social and traditional media is blurring. Brands,
which had started at different points along with many companies in
this converged ecosystem, are
Television contributes the largest share to the
now aiming at business models
Indian Advertising market (39% - Rs. 24,428
that revolve around direct-to
crore), followed by Print (31% - Rs. 19,389 crore).
While these media are the largest contributors,
consumer relationship. All in
their share has been reducing over the years, while
all, digital advertising in India is
that for digital has been increasing. Contribution
of digital media has grown from 15% in 2017, to
expected to grow at a consistent
17% (Rs. 10,819 crore) in 2018.
level in the next few years.
17%
F

06%

02%

39%

Ad Spends on various media
crore
crore

E

A

crore

D

C

crore

04%
crore
B

31%

crore
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Print media makes a substantial contribution to the advertising market
in India. One of the reasons for this can be attributed to the adoption of
vernacular/local language, which is helping outpace the growth of English
publications. Hindi print medium noticed a robust growth, with the northern
region of the country registering some of the highest growth yet again.

It is expected that by the end of 2018, the growth for
outdoor media has been around 9.69%, and the market
size is Rs. 3,530 crore.
Video advertising in India depends heavily on the effective storytelling
and building sustained brand salience. When it comes to getting viewers’
attention, there are numerous distractions which inhibit a viewer from
paying complete attention. Television has managed to draw audience
attention with an effective combination of audio and video. Brands continue
to prefer this medium, as they feel it’s still better suited to build emotional
connect with consumers.
Owing to higher cost, as well as stringent standards, advertisements on
television are self-selective in nature. The medium helps build strong
credibility and premium perception for brands that choose to advertise on
it. On the contrary, when it comes to digital ads, despite superior targeting
and personalization, they still are perceived to be less reliable and credible.
Hence, brands rely heavily on TV advertising to build a premium brand
perception, which is also common not just among consumers but also
among trade partners. In India, TV advertisements have historically helped
brands increase their trade penetration, as well as increase their shelf space
within the store by pumping more stocks. Therefore, despite an increase in
popularity of online advertising in recent years, the funnel of new brands
that advertise on TV has continued to grow. It is expected that this trend
shall continue in future too.
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Future
trends across
media for the
next 3 years

Ad spending on television
is expected to grow at
least with a CAGR of
8.5% to reach Rs. 31,317
crore by 2021. We
estimate that its share of
contribution to the Indian
advertising industry will
move from 39% as of
today, to 37% by 2021.

Ad Spends across various media - Forecast

Ad spending on print will
grow with a CAGR of
2.4% to reach Rs. 20,680
crore by 2021 (share goes
down from current 31%
to 24% in 2021).
Digital media is expected
to grow at a CAGR of 32%
to reach Rs. 24,920 crore.
Its share is expected to
increase from the 17% as
of today, to 29% by 2021.

The Indian Government has given its continuous support towards the growth of advertising
and marketing industry. Advertising expenditure is likely to increase in the financial sector,
driven by the policies which could result in a more favorable business environment. In the
previous Union Budget, the Government of India had announced that it will double its budget
allocation to Digital India initiative. Even Indian Railways is working on a new advertising
policy, which features a goal of installing 100,000 huge digital screens at 2,175 railway stations
across the country. This initiative is expected to boost the digital media and advertising
industry in the coming future.
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Spends by Industry
Verticals across
various media avenues
The FMCG sector spends 63% of it’s ad spending
on television, followed by 11% on print. This share
has come down from 70% last year for television,
and 17% for print. FMCG sector also spent 17% on
digital media, which has doubled since last year. This
shows the emphasis that the FMCG sector has on
digital advertising.

BFSI and Consumer Durables have the highest
share of ad spending on digital (38% and 36%
respectively). These sectors have seen the highest
growth in proportion of digital spending in the
recent past.

The Automotive Sector spends most on print
(45%), followed by TV (28%). It’s spending on digital
advertising has increased from 12% last year to 15%
as of today.

E-commerce spends the highest share on television
(44%), followed by digital (34%). Their share on
digital has increased from 30% last year, to 34% this
year.

Overall Ad Industry - Verticals Vs Media
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Media Affinity of Industry Verticals, 2018

In terms of media affinity among industry verticals, FMCG sector has the strongest affinity towards television
because of its proven mass reach. E-commerce has strong affinity towards television, followed by digital
media. Telecom has strong affinity towards television, followed by digital media. BFSI has the strongest
affinity towards digital and OOH. Consumer Durables have strong affinity towards OOH, digital and cinema.
Automotive has strong affinity towards print. Retail has the strongest affinity towards print, followed by radio.
Media & Entertainment have the strongest affinity towards print.
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Digital
Advertising
in India
Digital Advertising Industry in India currently stands at Rs. 10,819 crore, and is expected to grow at a rate of
31.9% to reach Rs. 14,281 crore by end of 2019.
We expect it to grow with a CAGR of 31.96% to reach Rs. 24,920 crore by 2021.
The growth of digital media can be attributed to the three main factors: Voice, Vernacular, and Video.

VOICE

VERNACULAR

VIDEO

With the advent of voice-based
search technology, along with
growing acceptance of the digital
home assistants like Alexa & Echo,
Google Home & Mini, consumers
are now finding it convenient to
interact with the Internet just by
talking to it. This is going to be the
next medium of interaction for
users, something which brands
can capitalize on.

There has been a surge of local
language content on various
OTT platforms, e.g. local sports,
regional food brands, regional
language entertainment etc.
Brands are taking the action
hyperlocal by finding local
opportunities, capitalizing on
them and communicating the
same.

The increasing penetration of highspeed internet services, coupled
with the entry of OTT platforms,
has resulted in the production of
improved content for the Indian
youth and millennial population.
The digital video growth, which
started with YouTube videos, has
now been adopted across other
OTT platforms.

Indian Digital Ad Industry (In Rs. crore)
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Shift from
traditional to
digital
The shift of ad spending from traditional to
digital media is happening at a rapid pace.
While the digital media contributes to 17%
of the total advertising spending, we expect
it to reach 21% by the end of next year and
29% by 2021.

Ad Spends - Shift from Traditional to Digital Media

Advertising and technological advancements
have resulted in the crafting of better,
personalized experiences as they have
enabled clutter-cutting advertisements with
hyper-personalized messages that resonate
with the target customer. Advertising has
evolved, and the technology complementing
the medium is transforming over the years.
Digital advertising will continue to drive
growth, and is forecasted to increase by 32%,
which is over three times the rate of all the
media in 2018. The biggest driver on mobilefirst social platforms will be video content.
Major chunk of spending on mobile are
made on social media (29%), followed by
search and display. Spending on mobile
videos has seen the highest growth, followed
by display and social media. The service
industry has embraced digital media for
scaling businesses, increasing their share in
overall advertising spending as compared to
other verticals. Industries such as banking,
financial services, and insurance (BFSI) and
B2B industries are experimenting with nontraditional mediums and platforms of media
such as using YouTube and Instagram Stories.
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In terms of overall contribution to the digital advertising market, FMCG
has emerged to be the largest category with a contribution of 28% (Rs.
3,057 crore), followed by E-commerce (17%), Consumer Durables (12%)
and BFSI (12%).

Spends
by
verticals

In terms of proportion of advertising budget spent on digital, BFSI has
emerged as the leader with as high as 38% of their marketing budgets
being allocated to digital media. This is closely followed by Consumer
Durables (36%), E-Commerce (34%) and Telecom (31%). Compared
to last year, BFSI and Consumer Durables have increased their digital
media budgets by more than 10% points. This showcases the focus on
digital media by these sectors.
On the other hand, while FMCG makes the highest contribution to the
digital advertising market, its proportion of digital spending, compared
to its marketing budget, stands at 16%. The digital media proportion of
Retail, Media & Entertainment stands at 18%, while that of Automotive
Sector is at 15%.
Digital has proven itself to be a strong performance medium over time,
and its effectiveness with regard to being a branding medium is being
explored now. The higher proportion of spending on digital media by
BFSI, Consumer Durables, E-Commerce and Telecom can be attributed
to this. As digital media continues to evolve as a branding medium, we
will see an increased proportion of marketing budget being spent on
digital media by FMCG, Retail and Media & Entertainment sectors.

Ad Spends on Digital Media (In Rs. crore)

Adoption of
digital ad
formats
The highest proportion of spends on Digital is made and majorly allocated to
Social Media (29%, Rs. 3,097 crore). This is followed by Search (25%, Rs. 2,678
crore), Display (21%, Rs. 2,270 crore) and Video (20%, Rs. 2,223 crore). Spends on
classifieds stands at 5% (Rs. 551 crore).
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Digital
Advertising
Spends:
Industry
Vertical by
Media

FMCG

AUTO

E-COMMERCE

RETAIL

The FMCG verticals
spends the largest share
of its digital media on
Video (33%). This is
followed by Social Media
(28%) and Display (24%).

The Automotive Sector
spends the highest on
Search (26%), followed
by Social Media (21%),
Display (20%) and
Video (20%). This sector
spends 13% of its digital
media spends
on Classifieds.

E-commerce spends a
large chunk of its digital
media budget on Search
(43%), followed by 26%
on Social Media. This
sector spends 14% on
Display and around 12%
on Video.

Retail sector spends
39% of its digital media
budgets on Social Media,
followed by Search
(26%). This sector
spends 18% on Display,
12% on Video and 5%
on Classifieds.

TELECOM

BFSI

MEDIA & ENT.

CONSUMER DURABLES

Telecom sector spends
36% of their digital
media budgets on Social
Media. This is followed
by Video (24%), Display
(21%) and Search (17%).

BFSI sector spends 38%
of their digital media
budgets on Search,
followed by 26% on
Display and 25% on
Social Media. This sector
spends 11% on Video.

Media & Entertainment
sector spends about
33% of their digital
media budgets on Social
Media. This is followed
by 27% on Video and
23% on Display.

Consumer Durables
sector spends 29%
of their digital media
budgets on Search,
closely followed by
27% on Social Media.
This sector spends rest
of their digital media
budget on Display (18%),
Classifieds (13%) and
Video (12%).
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In terms of digital media affinity, FMCG has the
strongest towards Video. Media & Entertainment has
affinity towards Video, followed by Display and Social
Media. Telecom has the strongest affinity towards
Display, followed by Social Media and Video. Retail
has the strongest affinity towards Social Media,
followed by Display and Search. E-Commerce has the
strongest affinity towards Search, along with some
affinity for Social Media, followed by Display.
BFSI sector has a strong affinity for Search, followed
by Social Media and Display. Automotive sector
shows high affinity towards Display, Social Media,
Search and Classifieds. Consumer Durables sector
has high affinity towards Search, followed by Social
media, Classifieds and Display.
It can be clearly observed that FMCG, Media &
Entertainment and Telecom focus more on branding
activities while, Automotive, Consumer Durables,
Retail, E-Commerce and BFSI focus more on
performance-related activities.

Digital Media Affinity of Industry
Verticals, 2018

Growth
trends of
ad formats

We expect the digital advertising market to grow with
a CAGR of 31.96% to reach Rs. 24,920 crore by 2021.
Within digital media, Digital Video is expected to have
the fastest growth, with CAGR of 37% that’ll reach Rs.
5,545 crore by 2021. Digital Video will grow from a
current spending share of 21% to 22% by 2021.

Display’s spending share will increase from current
21% to 23% by 2021.

Digital Video will very closely be followed by Display,
which is expected to grow with a CAGR of 36% to
reach Rs. 5,769 crore by 2021.

Search is expected to grow at a CAGR of 25% to
reach spending share of 20% by 2021. Classifieds will
grow at a CAGR of 21% till 2021.

Social Media is expected to grow with a CAGR of
30% to reach spending share of 30% in 2021 from
the current 29%.

Trends in Digital
Media buying
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Currently, 18% of all digital media is bought programmatically.
It has grown from 15% last year, and is expected to grow at a
CAGR of 66% to reach 31% by 2021. This rapid growth can be
attributed to the improvements in data science and analytics,
better ad fraud detection, and data privacy policies and
regulations by lawmakers.

10 %

90 %

2016
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18 %

85 %

82 %

2017

2018

Direct

25 %

25 %

31 %

75 %

75 %

69 %

2020f

2021f
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Easy availability of Internet access, along
with the growth in adoption of devices that
are capable of supporting quality content,
has resulted in the increased consumption
of digital media formats globally. An
analysis of content consumption patterns
show that the preferences of consumers
have evolved over a period of time.
This evolution is expected to drive and
determine the growth of the OTT platforms
in India. Preference for vernacular and
local content on the digital platforms is
constantly on the upswing, with majority
of the time being spent on videos in Hindi
and other local languages.

Ad spends by
device and
platforms
Digital Media Spends across devices

Currently, 47% of digital
media spending is made
on Mobile devices. Given
the rapid increase in the
penetration of mobile
devices among the users,
we expect the spending
on Mobile to increase
at a CAGR of 49%,
reaching a share of 67%
by 2021. The market size
of advertising spending
on Mobile is expected to
grow from the current
Rs. 5,102 crore to Rs.
16,718 crores by 2021.

Mobile advertising, as a phenomenon, has
risen across the globe since the past few
years. India is a country with a mobileuser base that’s second only to China.
Here, the consumer market is quite spread
out. Also, India’s economy growing at a
decent pace. Mobile is one of the most
measurable digital medium when it comes
to advertising measurement. It offers
marketers and brands an opportunity to
target audience, provide a customized
experience and enables specified
targeting. Currently, spending on the
mobile advertising is 47% of the total
digital advertising budget. This share of
mobile advertising is expected to overtake
desktop advertising, and is predicted to be
67% by 2021.
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Digital Media
Spending

Majority of the spending on Desktop is
distributed among Social Media (29%),
Search (27%) and Video (21%).

On mobile devices, spending on Social
Media takes the maximum share of
28%, followed by Display (24%) and
Search (23%). Spending share of Video
is growing from 18% last year to 20%
this year.
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When it comes to accessibility and mobility, technological
inventions have granted us with mobile devices like
smartphones, tablets and phablets. Thanks to these devices,
content and service provision is substantially becoming primary
point of access. According to industry estimates, smartphone
users are consuming an average of 1GB data per day in India
and spending more than 90 minutes on daily online activities.
Increased usage of YouTube and the rise of other OTT service
providers has resulted in an upswing of video content
consumption among Indians. Video content on smartphones
Ad spending on Mobile is expected to overtake that on
is exploding among all the
to reach 53% by the end of 2019. It is expected
age groups, and also across Desktop
to grow at a CAGR of 49% to reach spending share of 67%
various content categories. by 2021.

Mobile
Advertising:
A Big Leap

Desktop
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THE ARGUMENT AGAINST CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGY

Special feature by

Why content
strategy
matters and
how to build
one
The crucial difference between content marketing
tactics and content marketing strategy

When you’re a B2B marketer who’s spent years generating demand and filling your
leads pipeline through content, it’s surreal to come across marketing bloggers and
pundits who claim there’s no such thing as a content marketing strategy.
I see the point that some of these critics of content marketing are trying to make:
that the term ‘marketing strategy’ gets used too loosely these days. However, by
attacking the validity of content marketing strategies they are definitely wide of the
mark. Content marketing doesn’t always involve strategy, but it certainly can and it
certainly should. And that’s an important point to clear up for any marketer looking
to derive value from content.

When people claim “there is no such thing as content
marketing strategy”, they’re usually aiming to prove
their superior knowledge of marketing theory. The
line of attack goes something like this: there can
be no such thing as a content marketing strategy,
because content marketing is just a tactic. Your
marketing strategy, on the other hand, is a high-level
formula for how your business is going to compete
and create value. It can’t be built around one single,
tactical approach. Anyone claiming to have a content
marketing strategy, the argument goes, doesn’t
understand marketing.
You’ll often find a line like this in a post that claims
content marketers are obsessed with stealing
budget from advertising, that we’re not interested
in ROI, or that we’re snake-oil sales folk claiming
to offer miraculous organic reach without the
need for paid-for media. The people making the
argument think they’re demonstrating that content
marketers don’t understand marketing; what they’re
really demonstrating is that they themselves don’t
understand content.

A genuine content marketing strategy revolves
around the carefully considered exchange of valuable
content for valuable engagement, with a commitment
to identifying and measuring that value. As such,
it is closely integrated with the proposition of your
business and how you communicate that to your
potential customers. It can and should influence your
marketing strategy as a whole, not just the tactics
that you use to execute that strategy.
When people claim

“ There is no such thing
as content marketing
strategy.”

they’re usually aiming to prove their superior
knowledge of marketing theory.
Here’s what’s involved in moving beyond content
marketing tactics and building a genuine content
marketing strategy:

CONTENT IS NOT AN ALTERNATIVE TO PAID-FOR MEDIA
People who think of content marketing as a tactic
or channel often assume that it’s purpose is organic
reach. They jump to the conclusion that content is an
alternative to paid-for media, and that it’s all about
virality. In fact, that’s quite the wrong starting point
for a content marketing strategy. Consistently putting
relevant content in front of the right people is an
essential component in content marketing, and you’ll
need to deploy paid media in a range of different ways
in order to do it. Sometimes you’ll be looking to build
awareness and engagement at scale, sometimes

you’ll be looking to deliver a carefully crafted
sequence of content to specific people, potentially as
part of an Account Based Marketing (ABM) approach.
Since virality is, almost by definition, impossible
to predict or control, it can’t be part of a strategic
approach to content. If your goal in producing
content is to gain cheap reach and hope for some
general upswelling in awareness then you are going
to struggle to connect this to business outcomes and
business strategy in any meaningful way. A strategy
focused on producing viral hits isn’t a content
marketing strategy.
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EMBRACE THE ATTENTION ECONOMY
Content marketing strategy is really a response
to what now happens when you pay to reach an
audience with marketing communications. As writers
like Seth Godin have argued for years, you can no
longer rely on buying that audience’s attention just
by paying to interrupt what they’re doing.
On the screens that people spend most of their day

looking at, they only pay attention to what their
judgment and experience tells them is worth paying
attention to. If you want that attention, you need to
deliver something of value in exchange: entertaining,
inspiring or informative. You have to matter. Engaging
an audience is now a form of transaction in itself.

START WITH BRAND’S VALUE PROPOSITION
A content marketing strategy therefore starts with
a value proposition: How can you deliver fair value
in exchange for your audience’s engagement, whilst
ensuring that their engagement is delivering fair
value to your business?
Just as with the value proposition for your business
as a whole, there are many different elements at play
when it comes to working this out: from your

audience’s’ needs to the competitive content
landscape, the relative value of what you have to
offer compared to what else is out there, and the
need to differentiate your content from the rest.
Most importantly, there’s the question of what
someone engaging with your content is worth to
your business. How will it move your business
forward?

WHAT CONTENT CAN YOU AFFORD TO TRADE?

‘RANDOM ACTS OF CONTENT’ DON’T WORK
Content-is-a-tactic marketers also assume that
content can be picked up and put down as and when
immediate marketing objectives demand it. Plenty of
businesses suddenly discover an appetite for content
when their agency pitches a one-off idea that sounds
pretty cool, or when they’ve got a new product that
they need to promote.
These ‘random acts of content’ have the effectiveness
odds stacked against them. There’s no

existing relationship with your brand as a content
producer that predisposes the audience to pay
attention. When you arrive in someone’s social media
feed out of the blue, offering ‘useful’ content
that really means recommending people use your
products, there’s no sense of authenticity. When
you have an entertaining idea with no obvious
connection to your business strategy, then you’re not
really engaging in marketing at all.

I remember one of our account teams at LinkedIn
working with McGraw Hill Financial, a business that
sells specialist financial market data in the form of
newsletter subscriptions. Understandably, McGraw
Hill Financial’s marketing team had carefully guarded
this value. They limited themselves to driving trials
and generating leads by offering free trials of their
subscriptions. Their activity was all promotion-led.
The trouble was, it wasn’t generating anything like
the number of leads that they needed. The McGraw
Hill Financial marketing team overcame this through
a content marketing strategy. That strategy started
by differentiating the types of content that the
business owned, and the different types of value
that they could deliver. They distinguished between
the types of information they were happy to share
freely in the LinkedIn feed to build awareness, more
in-depth studies that they could share in exchange

for contact details, and the full content experience
which was only available on a trial subscription. They
sequenced their value proposition and related it to
different points in their prospects’ consideration
journey. They updated their business model in a
way that recognized the need to exchange value in
order to engage. The results were really spectacular:
a big increase in the number of leads, and a stronger
flow through from trial subscriptions to paying
subscriptions.
These are the types of strategic choices that turn
businesses into content marketing businesses. They
aren’t simply a case of choosing to add some content
marketing to the media schedule. They involve
strategic thinking about how the business model
can stretch to include sharing valuable content in
exchange for engagement.

WHAT IS ATTENTION WORTH?
Content marketing
strategies are only
complete if they come
with a clear idea of
how content-led engagement will flow through into
revenue; how the value that you’re exchanging for
people’s attention will go on to create value for your
business.
LinkedIn recently took part in research into the
impact of thought leadership content on business
buying decisions. In the study, 52% of business
decision-makers said that they use thoughtleadership content to vet an organization before
deciding to work with it, 37% said they had added a

company to an RFP as a result of such content, and
45% said that it had led them directly to award a
supplier a piece of business.
That’s a powerful argument for the strategic value
of thought leadership content and its direct impact
on the bottom line. But it’s not enough for a content
marketing strategy to know such value exists. It has
to know that the value is flowing through in the way
that it should. Strategies have metrics and measures
for this, and content marketing strategies should be
no exception. That’s why LinkedIn has emphasized
developing tools like Conversion Tracking, which
connect exposure to content with eventual business
outcomes.

WHY CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGY MATTERS
Tracking impact and effectiveness matters because of
another key finding in our study: that poor thoughtleadership content can quickly damage a business’s
prospects. In fact, 30% of decision-makers had
removed companies from consideration because of
content that disappointed them.
The businesses that tend to deliver content that
connects, impresses and creates value are the
businesses that have done the hard yards in thinking

about how content fits into their overall business
model. They create value for their audience because
they’ve considered carefully what that audience
needs – and they’ve thought through how their
business can provide it while enhancing its own
prospects. They aren’t using content simply as an adhoc marketing tactic. They’re using it as a business
asset and a revenue driver that they expect to track
through to the bottom line.

HOW TO SPOT A CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGY
You can spot the businesses with a content
marketing strategy not just by the fact that their
content is worth consuming, but by the fact that
they are distributing it regularly. After all, they’ve
identified a role for content as a business driver – so
why would they only use that driver intermittently?
I’m not saying that single pieces of tactical content
can’t be effective. A well-executed piece of content
in the feed will often engage more effectively than
a display ad even without a complete content

marketing strategy behind it. A compelling piece
of video storytelling often engages far better than
a 30-second ad. These are examples of effective
content being used as an alternative to other
marketing tactics. A content marketing strategy is
at work when these one-off successes become a
sustainable driver of growth for the business.
You can’t buy an audience’s attention just by paying
to interrupt them.

Effectiveness
of Digital Media
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Voice: The game changer
I strongly believe that the next 3 years are going
to be about the voice revolution. Voice will power
everything, from searching to controlling devices,
including your car to translation. I will be in an age
where voice will replace tapping and swiping. Screen
time will go down on your phones and devices as you
will use more and more smart assistants with voice,
in comparison to the what you used to do earlier
on your phones screen. Voice searches are on a rise
and, we feel by 2020, a majority of searches will be
happening via voice.

“Voice is going to be
a game changer. It
will not only change
the way we access
content but is going
to change we lead our
lives and interact with
everything around us”

Shamsuddin Jasani
Group MD Isobar, South Asia

What voice also does is, it takes out the ability
of anyone to remove the language, as well as the
literacy barrier. This means more people will be able
to interact using the language they are comfortable
with. Of course, global giants like Google, Amazon
and Apple lead the way, but, we strongly feel that
someone like Jio will be a major stake holder in
ushering this revolution in India. All low cost Jio
phones are supporting their own voice assistant. And,
at some point they will support Google assistant too.
So, this revolution will not be restricted to expensive
devices, but will be ushered in via cheaper ones as
well. All in all, it will lead to voice assistants being
used through the length and breadth of the country.
With data prices at their lowest levels, and rapid
strides in the development of AI tech behind all these
assistants, I feel, 2019 and beyond will see more
and more consumers adopting voice as their primary
mode of access and interaction.
This means brands need to work with us in order to
create seamless and important ways to reach out to
consumers using voice. Whether it’s through smart
voice apps or better content integration, I feel brands
need to partake in this revolution or else risk being
left behind.
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‘Alexa, Do you have a boyfriend?’
‘Alexa, Are you married?’
‘Hey Siri, What do you think of Alexa?’
‘Hey Google, What is the meaning of life?’
These are some of the fun yet most frequent
question voice assistants have faced till date.
It’s hilarious that even after knowing that these
assistants are merely a voice rendition of internet
search results we communicate with it as a human
or at least want to believe it’s actually a human
being on the other side.

Tanay Kumar, CEO Fractal Ink

Smarter Technology for

conversations &
storytelling

But it’s not at all hilarious, to see where technology
is pushing us today. For long we have been
witnessing technology trying to catch up with
acquiring skills which are human like and in many
cases, it has surpassed us by leaps and bounds.
But if we reflect back on all these advancements
we see that machines have taken over tasks which
are mostly crunching or documenting of data and
processes and building predictability. Hence the
innovations in tech have led to reduction in jobs
which are more repetitive and predictable.
However, the expectation that we carry from
technology is to have human like empathy,
which can respond to emotions and build upon
predictability which are more on the lines of how we
converse with each other.
Good news is … Ahem… I am still not sure about
how good this is, but the news is, we are not too far
from building machines which would be capable to
responding to our emotional dilemma.
‘Smarter Technology’ …. Hmmm… seems a bit like
an oxymoron phrase. Technology for me will always
be dumb unless smarter minds put it to good use.

Nevertheless, today we are in awe of technology not
because it can do wonders for us, but now it can be
more human like.
Every day developments in technology are driving
machines to behave as closely as possible to
us. Back-end processing Tech such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Natural
Language Processing (NLP) are allowing machines to
crunch incredible amount and data and build upon
intelligence using quantum computing rather than
binary computing of traditional computers. Frontend tech such as voice recognition, facial expression
recognition and context aware softwares are able
to build a recognizable world for technology as we
humans see and perceive it.
This puts an incredible power into the hands of
smarter minds to use this technology and build upon
human like systems which would be unrecognizable
to the naked eye.
How does that affect us as people? We are at the
epicentre of these developments. As mentioned
earlier, systems are being built to engage us
with technology like we engage with each other.
However, it’s not easy to imitate this super machine
called human and it’s even tougher task to make it
interact like us.
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To make this all available and usable to people it’s
important we need to resort to fundamentals on which
we are built. We are built out of habits, experiences and
stories and the most natural mode of communication
available to us is conversation which beats any other man
made media.
In this age of Experience Economy, where businesses are
having a hard time driving adoptability of their products
in the market, we need to resort to train our machines
to resort to basics. We have to build upon principles of
conversations and storytelling to communicate to our
audience.
Smarter tech, such as smart homes, are building
empathy around our living habits. It’s not merely a
combination of context and time that it is able to
behave like humans. It learns through our movements
around the house and recognizes actions such as
standing, sleeping and lazing around to build emotional
connect with you. It can associate low lighting with
soothing music to a tough day at work and have
meaningful conversation with you.
Smarter cars can derive your driving habits and
correlate your steering movement with your mood
over a period of time. Smart cameras around can pick
up fidgety fingers and tapping legs to build a persona
of you in real time. Smart sensors can pick up signals
of your walking speed and correlate to your buying
behavior inside a shop.
We as marketers, designers, engineers and
entrepreneurs have to accept this incredible force
coming towards us and look at avenues where we can
be put this to use and build a bond with our audience.
We have an opportunity to drive our products from
being just useful doing a singular function to having
a conversation with our audience and then present
ourselves in the most personalized manner.
In a nutshell, we are made out of experiences which
are built of stories which has found a place in our
memory. Our mind allows us to cherish and come back
to them time and again. With smarter technology it’s
an opportunity to become a part of this story and drive
experiences which are lasting and meaningful.

‘Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn.’
Benjamin Franklin

In a nutshell, we are made out of experiences which are built of stories which has
found a place in our memory. Our mind allows us to cherish and come back to
them time and again. With smarter technology it’s an opportunity to become a
part of this story and drive experiences which are lasting and meaningful.
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Title
OK Google, Talk To Flipkart - The Most-Engaging Voice Experience Ever

01

Technology/Media category
Google voice assistance and E-commerce shopping

Campaign Duration
October 2018

Case Study

Flipkart and Google with Dentsu’s
Webchutney partnered and launched

Flipkart’s
Hagglebot

Tech Gyaan & Platform offering
Built with DialogFlow on Assistant, powered by Google Cloud Platform, and making use
of Google’s Natural Language processing and Machine Learning expertise ensured that
Flipkart’s Hagglebot experience felt very natural and would respond quickly across a
large range of devices.

Background/ Reasons for adoption
The team comprising of Dentsu Aegis Webchutney has been exploring voice UIs
for a while now, something which, other brands haven’t figured out how to use in
a meaningful way. Now, with voice technology taking off in India, we finally had an
opportunity to push ourselves once again.
The foremost task was to catch up to what the technology was capable of, what made
sense for Flipkart, and how to learn a whole new way to manage the product process.
Google, of course, leads the world in AI and ML technology, and thus was the right
partner on board to make this happen.

Challenge
How do we get the Indian insight right? We knew we had to challenge conventions in
order to bring a unique experience to customers.
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Insights/Effectiveness

01

Home >> Companies

Bargain during Flipkart’s Big Billion Days sale using
Google Assistant bot

Internal challenges faced
Major concern was to develop a game or an app
Justification of the development time, and how to make a game without a defined end
point?
Given the complexities, will this product even work once it’s out there?

External challenges faced
Can an experience be created, which can scale from 3 - 30+ minutes?
Justify spending: Why will anyone care for a product about a sale, which is clearly
available for just 5 days?
Selecting the right language and voice for the app, and therefore the right persona
How would one know who participated and how to reward them accordingly?

Approach
Make a bargaining experience so good that beating Hagglebot is a legitimate
challenge.

Execution
How one became the Big Billion Days ka “Boss”?
Open up the Google Assistant app on your phone and say ‘Talk to Flipkart’. Then,
choose a product of the day and try to convince Assistant to give you the lowest price
possible by engaging in a fun haggle. If the customer manages to set the lowest price
on a product, then that’s the price India pays for it during the Big Billion Days. What’s
more? The winning customer also receives the product for free.
Flipkart would release two new products every day during the sale, and at the end
of each day, a “Boss” will be crowned based on their negotiation skills, and how good
a bargain they were able to drive. The Hagglebot worked on all devices supporting
Google Assistant, including the Jio Phone, Android and iOS devices, as well as Google
Home.

02

Flipkart CEO Claims Victory This Festive Season |
The Big Billion Days | Exclusive

11 October 2018 | English | Money & Finances | General Audience
Flipkart CEO Kalyan Krishnamurthy is claiming victory this festive season.
Barely a day after the e-commerce giant kicked off its annual Big Billion
Day sale, in a dig at arch-rival Amazon, Krishnamurthy says Flipkart
doesn’t see any relevant competition and there is no clear number 2.
Watch this exclusive interview with ET NOW’s Changra R. Srikanth.

04
05

03

Flipkart, Google Launch
Hagglebot to Let You
Bargain During the Big
Billion Days Sale

INDIA’S BIGGEST EVER ONLINE SALE

Home >> Companies

Flipkart eyes up to $1.7 billion from Big Billion Day sales

The project target for Big Billion Days also takes into account sales from online
fashion retailers Myntra and Jabong, both owned by Flipkart
Last Published: Fri, Aug 17 2018, 05.32 PM IST

Shoppers from tier II, III
cities throng e-commerce
sites for festive offers

PTI | Oct 14, 2018, 08.58 PM IST
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06

Results

Flipkart still has an edge over Amazon in festive sales
Home >> Companies
This, despite Amazon’s Great Indian Festival continuing for one extra day than
Flipkart’s Big Billion Days
Last Published: Tue, Oct 16 2018, 11.32 AM IST

07

Home > Retail > US$ 1.5 bn worth of festive sale clocked in 2.5 days; Flipkart....
RETAIL HUB

US$ 1.5 bn worth of festive sale clocked in 2.5 days;
FLipkart, Amazon claim victory over others
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MarTech & DMP – The Evolution
Lalit Bhagia | CEO

Dentsu Aegis Network Consult, the digital & growth
strategy consulting arm of Dentsu Aegis Network

Just 10 years old, it’s hard to believe that MarTech
has become all-pervading as of today. The term
was coined by Scott Brinker in 2008, along with a
Marketing Technology Landscape Supergraphic that
has grown from a meagre 150 vendors in 2011, to a
whopping 7,000 vendors in 2018. This gives a scale
of the rise that MarTech has witnessed in the past 7
years. Thus, it is not a surprise that a recent Gartner
survey found that MarTech contributes to 29% of
the CMO’s budget, which is the largest allocation
across its priorities.
However, the market isn’t completely fragmented. It
is dominated by a few $1 billion+ giants, followed by
hundreds of $100 million+ leaders, and completed
by thousands of $100 million niche innovators,
vertical specialists and new challengers. This makes
CMO a prime base for consolidation, which we have
witnessed year-on-year. Only in between March
and September 2018, we have seen five major
acquisitions in the field of MarTech totaling around
$10 billion. Adobe takes the lion’s share in terms of
buyout value, owing to its $1.68 billion acquisition of
Magento that was announced in May. It was followed
by a mammoth $4.75 billion acquisition of Marketo
in September. Such acquisitions lend lot of credibility
to the value MarTech brings to marketers. And, in
turn attracts more entrepreneurial talent, leading to
further explosion in number of MarTech vendors.

MarTech encompasses all the major marketing
functions, like Advertising, Content, Social Media
and Influencers, Sales Automation and E-commerce
and Data Management, which covers Analytics,
Business Intelligence, Enrichment, Exchange as
well as Visualization. This year saw the addition of
“Compliance and Privacy” to MarTech tools, which
happened as a direct result of GDPR coming into
force in the EU. Data Privacy and GDPR compliance
has become a major priority across organizations
as underlined by Lalit Bhagia, CEO-Dentsu Aegis
Network Consult: “With rise in data privacy and
compliance awareness globally, the world needs
technology to address user concerns and reset
themselves away from the advertiser-first mindset
towards a user-centric mindset.”
One of the primary conundrum that organizations
face while implementing MarTech solutions is that
technology advances very quickly as compared
to the pace of organizations, which is dubbed as
MarTec’s law by Scott Brinker. It leads to the classic
problem for organizations: we want to implement
MarTech solutions, but we are afraid that by the
time we are done with the implementation, the
technology will become outdated with muchadvanced solutions available at that point in time.
There is no right solution to the dilemma, except

that organizations need to accept the fact that
they are never going to be fully caught up with the
technological advances. It should never stop the
organizations from implementing the currentlyavailable solution that is relevant to them. The right
strategy to MarTech implementation begins by clearly
outlining the objective that we are trying to solve. The
objective should follow F.A.S.T. protocol (Frequently
Discussed, Ambitious, Specific and Transparent).
This clarity will help us understand the particular
MarTech domain we are delving into. A piecemeal
approach should be the way forward in deciding the
objective, instead of solving everything at one go. This
will help in estimating the ROI from the project, and
accordingly decide the budget that will be allocated.
Next step will be to evaluate different vendors and
their offerings, and how they fit into the requirement
that we are trying to solve. Once the vendor selection
is complete, we should bring in the right set of talent
who must have worked on the technology so that the
implementation, and later, the ongoing execution is
done smoothly with maximum impact. It is always
recommended to bring in an expert to guide the
organization during the entire journey - right from
vendor selection, till the implementation and initial
period of execution phase.
“It is ideal for organizations to hire people who
straddle across the technology and marketing
domains, whom we refer to as Growth Hackers within
Dentsu Aegis Network Consult, to see successful
MarTech enabled organizations. You might have a
slightly higher weightage towards marketing, say
60%, but technology skills should also hold a sizable
40% weightage” - Raghuveer Polavarapu, Head-Data
Practice, Dentsu Aegis Network Consult.
If we were to delve deeper into MarTech genesis,
it should all start with having a data culture within
the organization. Data plays a major role in helping
understand your consumers better, which in turn
works as input to not just (what) your marketing
efforts, but also to product (offerings may be better
tuned to your consumers), distribution (are you
available where your consumers are), sales planning
(proportion of your consumers in a geography will
determine your target), and hence, it is essential to
bring about a data culture within the organization
that is not just limited to marketing and IT.
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modules at different points in time, which prolongs
the implementation phase, and may also lead to
ineffective implementation.

The Consumer Data Platform (CDP) and Data
Management Platform (DMP) were designed
to make this happen, and to collate all the data
and convert it into intelligible information.
If required, they could also run marketing
campaigns targeting these users. CDP and DMP
also help identify new audiences and consumers
through audience extension or lookalike
modelling techniques.
“We decided to use digital advertising
consciously to step away from the guesswork
and integrate creativity and passion with sound
audience insights. The Marketing Data Platform
we’ve developed helps us to build upon the
relationship and understanding of our audience
with every new release. As the platform is fed
more data from movie releases, Fox Star Studios
will be in a position to build models to predict
the market for a film and tweak the promotions
accordingly.” - Shikha Kapur, CMO, Fox Star
Studios.
In order to get the maximum out of your data
investment, one needs to carefully evaluate and
onboard technology solution providers. There
are many such DMP solutions in the market like
Lotame, Adobe Audience Manager, Bluekai (from
Oracle) and Salesforce DMP (earlier known as
Krux) from leading players, who provide either
individual modules or a full stack solution as
per the customers’ requirements. Most of the
times, these players also provide implementation
support, which becomes essential to ensure
that use cases we set out to solve are correctly
addressed during the implementation. A full
stack player provides complete solution - right
from, basic tools like website analytics, campaign
management and DMP, to advanced features like
web personalization and marketing automation.
Generally, it is recommended to do full stack
implementation rather than implement different

The logical extension to the data piece is Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence, since with access
to multitudes of data, we can now employ these data
to make machines learn the journey and then design
strategies, across marketing media, communication
channel, content, and spends so as to move the
consumer further in their buying journey and lead to
eventual purchase.
With such fast paced and exciting prospect, MarTech
is truly an exciting domain to work with. It is predicted
that organizations are bound to employ more and
more of MarTech solutions to remain at the forefront
of the consumer needs.

The digital advertising Industry is going to
be disrupted through the combination of
three industries Data Management Platforms (DMP), Programmatic & Automation.
Agencies and clients who do not build intellectual property (IP) in this space will
find it difficult to survive. It is not about
building expertise or product in one of
these areas, it is ensuring expertise and
collaboration across each of the above
VIVEK BHARGAVA, CEO
Dentsu Aegis Network PERFORMANCE GROUP

Case Study

Maruti Suzuki and Amnet

02

WagonR
and
DZire
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Title

Approach

Data Driven Marketing – Always On Programmatic- Maruti Suzuki and
Amnet - WagonR And DZire

Use full-funnel marketing approach to collect audience data, and further
create audience segments based on their action on the website. Integrate
Social & Search Audiences to further leverage the first party date and close
the user journey through programmatic display ads. Design dynamic creative
strategy to personalize user experience, when exposed to Maruti ads

Technology/Media category
Search, Social Media and Google Analytics 360

Insights / Effectiveness
With the use of log-level analysis, we identified clusters of websites where
users were most available before coming to Maruti’s site. This helped us
buy premium inventories at the most efficient cost and improve quality
of cookies collected, which further helped reduce cost per test drive.
Based on data and learnings, we identified the most engaging time and
day of the week, which helped control overall media spending and leading
to improved conversions. We also created customized creatives to tap
audiences during festivities like Gudipadva in Maharashtra to cash the
impulsive moment of consumer behavior during the occasion.

Campaign Duration
November 2017- March 2018

Tech Gyaan and Platform offering
Programmatic advertising/marketing is an automated process of buying
and selling of digital advertisement inventory across wide range of
websites. Although the technology was exclusive to display and search
advertisements in the initial phase and the beginning, programmatic now
includes a variety of mediums such as mobile, video, in-app and social,
across different platforms and channels.
Automated is the exact term that would define Programmatic. It involves
real-time systems, formulas, and running of different algorithms to
automate the delivery of data-driven, personally-tailored and relevant
experiences to consumers as they interact with the brand across multiple
touch points.

Results

13%

300%

CMGR- Leads

The background/ Reasons for adoption
To bring in the maximum number of leads at the most efficient cost

1600+

increase in site visits

2X

improvement in visits
to conversion ratio

Cars were sold

15%

cost efficient

1500%+

35000+

Test drives were captured

ROAS
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Brand New
Branding Realities

In fact, any brand message will need to either be
an escape or a taste of the product being sold. The
distance between seeing a product online, and
browsing aisles to see what it would look like, how
big it is and demos will narrow. Product literature will
account for AR apps that will help us insert products
into our world.

as we are enabled to create dream worlds of our own,
and immerse ourselves into experiences we wish to
buy, a whole set of products can find a whole set of
possibilities. Haptic technologies already simulate
‘the touch’ of a product - enabling us to see the
product or experience and feel it on our skin. This
creates a new landscape for marketers of experiences
and entertainment.

As for more ‘escape experiences’ like Virtual Reality,

Thapas Joseph | President, Fountainhead Digital MKTG

Being an avid Gamer, I remember the first time I
played a Flight Simulator game. It was the first time
I encountered what Mixed Reality would do to the
world. This game had a taste of it all - Augmented
Reality in the form of the Heads Up Display functions
and Virtual Reality in the form of being inserted into
the cockpit of an aircraft in first person view.
Today I’m surrounded by a team that is strategizing,
designing and building solutions on these
technologies for clients, and it’s like gaming every day.
And that is the beauty and potential of such platforms
- ‘gaming’.
Storytelling and gamification have been the
foundation of Interactive Marketing from the start.
The very concept of ‘Immersive’, that is now an
industry buzzword, comes from the fact that given an
engaging game, our minds are immersed in a world
that is either an enhancement of our world or an
escape into another.

Besides the myriad business applications, for brands,
this means that Augmented and Virtual Reality
offer a new world with new marketing realities and
challenges. For instance, when our navigation through
Apps adopt Augmented Reality, we have the potential
to be targeted by ads that are hyper relevant to us,
within the ‘field of view’ of the world to us. That
means infinite ‘outdoor inventory’ for brands to work
with, while also needing to fight being blocked out
by the user’s control. Or consider the way we read
newspapers and magazines would change, with a
fusion of real and augmented information, and with
the opportunity for interactivity, it’s an easy guess to
say that brands will jump onto the opportunity and
publishers will start exploring new planes of reality
for their content to exist in.

The possibilities are many more and even more in business functions beyond marketing. So how would one
leverage these effectively today? Here’re a few starting points for XR for marketing:

AR is scale, VR is immersion (though a very generalized view)
Driven today by apps and the fast emerging
technology of web AR, AR offers scaled experiences
that can offer reach. VR on the other hand is more
personalized and exclusive, limited with the need
for headsets (and currently large and expensive
ones for quality graphics). That said, AR experiences,
being dependent on bandwidth and mobile device

configuration, tend to be low in graphic quality and
thus not optimal for brand and products that are
design driven. VR on the other hand, offers far better
quality and a high-quality, game-like experience,
allowing for more elaborate and experiences of
sensory delight.

AR and VR both can engage multiple users
With collaborative capabilities, AR and VR can today
engage multiple ‘users’ or ‘players’. For instance, sales
teams can demo products with them being present
as augmented graphics in an environment which

both they and the customer can experience. And in
VR, users can work or play together in a completely
virtual environment unconstrained by geography and
language.
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AR and VR aren’t just AR and VR
Both technologies offer a high level of integration with other kinds of
technologies. Thus it’s possible to build in e-commerce transactions, brand
advocacy, communication, social media amplification and hardware to make the
experience even more lucrative in ROI, delightful and extended in reach.

A quickly developing technology landscape
AR and VR are developing at a rapid pace - in content capability, gameplay,
functionality and hardware/peripherals. While this can be daunting (which tech
do I choose?), it can also be turned on its head to make Experiential Technology
campaigns longer lasting. With the inherent aspect of being ‘gamified’, it’s possible
to build levels and personalization to enhance the message or experience being
put across.

An advantage of Novelty
The sheer feeling of being immersed in VR or seeing a graphic overlaid on the
real world enjoys an advantage of novelty today. This makes it an easy attraction
for audiences (especially in an activation context) and one which stands out from
traditional branding or experiential marketing. Though this is fast fading, with the
world’s largest technology companies building these into their core products, the
time is now to leverage these and be the first movers in your industry.

Don’t just XRify your product
Every great brand has a brand universe of its own, and offers a brand promise
that is greater and larger than product attributes. And the greatest advantage of
Experiential Technologies is to allow customers to live in this universe and have
the closest possible tangible experience of the brand promise. So beyond allowing
the placement of your products in their environment and immersing them into a
process, create a story and a world around your promise and brand universe. At
the end of the day, this is what separates such experiences from being ‘another
tech innovation’ to being a true asset for your marketing.

With the above starting points, embrace these technologies
and let your customers play with your brand! Change the
way you look at media and explore how you cannot just
personalize messages for your audience, but rather, though
virtually, change their worlds for them!
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Platform
offering:
Culmination
of Snapchat
and AR
Snapchat was combined
with the real and virtual
to give a truly immersive
experience.
Snapchat, which is
essentially a chat
app, has features like
messages and images,
which disappear once
they have been viewed.
It has been quite popular
among the young
consumers owing to its
user experience.

Case Study

03

Mondelez and Carat India

Cadbury
Silk

Title
Valentine’s Day with
Cadbury Silk – Mondelez
and Carat India

Technology/
Media
category
Augmented / Virtual
Reality and Social Media
platform (Snapchat)

In addition, there are
myriad AR (Augmented
Reality) filters, which
have been made
for a very engaging
conversation. Consumers
were instantly hooked
to them, adding dog
ears, fairy wings etc. to
their faces and sharing
the images and videos
among their friends.

The
background/
Reasons for
adoption
Valentine’s Day is a very
important event for
Cadbury Silk as a brand,

since this day sees urban
millennials impressing
their loved ones with
chocolates
To make this day more
special for all the lovesmitten couples by
creating a new limited
edition pack, and
giving consumers an
opportunity to literally
pop their hearts out to
their special someone on
Valentine’s Day

Approach
Considered the fact that our consumers were more open to adopting newer
technology
Partnered with Snapchat to create a Snapchat Filter that will incorporate the key
brand assets to seamlessly integrate the proposition
The Snapchat ‘Silk’ filter had the popping heart, as well as the silk-branded music
and the tagline incorporated to ensure that the brand creds were firmly ingrained
in the minds of anyone who would use it
Be the first ones in APAC to realize the potential of Snapchat Filter to reach out to
the consumer within their preferred environment, without having to distract them
from the overall app ecosystem
Consumers tend to cringe at the sight of traditional advertising, as evidenced by
the increasing number of people installing ad blockers on their systems to avoid
being exposed to ads
However, in this case, consumers were not only were exposed to our product, but
they gladly engaged with it and organically shared it with their near and dear ones,
giving the brand the publicity it needed – Silk Heart Pop understands lovers and is
the quintessential gift for them
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Insights / Effectiveness

01
50%
A massive

increase in sales compared to last year meant that all
stocks of Silk Heart Pop packs were sold out by

15

FEB

02

Brand Tracks showed a significant uplift across all
measures, especially a

7%
12%

delta increase on TOM awareness, and a
delta increase on relevance

03
88%

Results
The Brand reached out to more than 2 million socially-active Snapchatters

Post campaign surveys revealed that
CONSUMERS

preferred Silk Heart Pop pack as a Valentine Gift over
roses and teddy bears

The Silk branded Snapchat frame performed way beyond expectations, massively
outperformed global engagement benchmarks with a unique reach of 2MN and
an average playtime of 37 seconds
Overall, the Snapchatters spent over 5.4 years (in terms of playtime) playing with
the lens, making this the most engaged activation for Cadbury’s globally

The rise of Video
Content / OTT platforms
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Lalit Bhagia | CEO

Dentsu Aegis Network Consult, the digital
& growth strategy consulting arm of
Dentsu Aegis Network
From watching the quaint mobile TV in 2007 on my mobile
phone, which did sputter to life and allowed me to watch
quaint 2-3 minute clips on an interface which was named after
a telecom operator to binge watching Game of Thrones and
awaiting the latest Netflix show in Tamil, we sure have come a
very long way on OTT platforms in India.
To take a look at the growth, online video consumption has
grown by 5 times in India in the last one year, and long form
video is (over 20 minutes) is 96% of the content viewed. From
under 2 minutes per day in 2012, to over 53 minutes per day in
2018; has been a stupendous growth. And this is poised to touch
84 minutes per day by 2020. Indians watch 8 hours and 28
minutes per week as compared to 8 hours 8 minutes of TV.
So much for the focus on short form content and its uptake
which was more of a ‘technology’ issue than a real issue. Now

that 4G & WiFi are a
reality, most people are
interested in long form
videos and they love to
binge watch.
This growth has been
spurred by Mukesh
Ambani’s Jio offering 4G
at dirt cheap rates and
expanding the market
and the other telecom
companies following the
same.
The entry of low
priced Chinese mobile
operators with smart
phone offerings at
Rs 2K to 5K range
has further made this
penetration possible.
Not surprisingly, 90% of
the video consumption is
coming from the mobile
platforms.
The spread of viewers
has gone up from
the earlier skew to
the metros and large
cities, to even those
populations of 100,000
to 1,000,000. The
growth driver for data
seems to be video with
most users consuming it
more than other forms.
And this rising trend
in video consumption
(especially mobile) has
been on since 2012.
Worldwide, this growth
is highest in China, which
showed a 177% increase
in data consumption in
a year. India itself has
increased from 0.26
GB to 4 GB per person

per month in the last 4
years and is slated to
grow much faster in the
coming years. It is poised
to enter the top 10 OTT
Video markets in 4 years
by PWC.

content being consumed
as per YouTube. This
promises more exciting
times in the future as
the big content creators
start experimenting
regionally too.

On this growth were
riding the big companies,
which are betting big on
the video boom bringing
in their offerings –
Hotstar (From Star TV),
Amazon Prime, Netflix,
Voot, Zee5, Sony Liv etc.
While Hotstar has bet on
Sports (over and above
the regular content of TV
serials and films), most
of the others are thrilled
about showcasing
themselves as specialists
in original content
besides aggregation
show from their own
stable and movies.
The content which was
largely Hindi and English,
initially has reached an
appalling 95% regional

The spread of viewers
has gone up from the
earlier skew to the
metros and large cities to
even those populations
of 100,000 to 1,000,000.
The growth driver
for data seems to be
video with most users
consuming it more than
other forms of content.
By 2020, India is slated
to become the second
largest audience for
online video and OTT
in the world. This is
supposed to be 100
million users including
the OTT platforms.
The revenues itself are
currently at Rs 2K crore
and is set to touch Rs
5.5K crore by 2022. The

“The growth
driver for data
seems to be
video with
most users
consuming
it more than
other forms.”
revenues are mostly
AVOD and SVOD right
now with a miniscule
component coming from
TVOD.
While Hotstar & Zee5
are on an AVOD and
SVOD format charging
for the premium content.
Netflix, Alt Balaji and
Amazon Prime however
are sticking to the SVOD
options.

TBCG in its report titled “Entertainment goes online – A $5 Billion opportunity” describes the various content
types that are making waves and the companies investing in them. They have classified OTT content into
Tent pole content (Sacred Games, Orange is the new black), Movies, Regional originals, International content
syndication, Play along (KBC, Bigg Boss), Content around content (Bigg Boss), Web series (Ghoul, Comicstaan)
and Live Sports. The various players like Hotstar and Netflix have invested in different proportions for each of
these.
The original content genre is also poised to grow from a remarkable Rs 3,300 crore in 2018 to Rs 5,000 crore
by 2022. This has spelled magic to a lot of production houses and novice content creators who are able to
showcase this “different” content on the OTT platforms. While most of these shows are not done by the A
lead stars, they are however done by actors who have created a niche for themselves in the industry as “good”
actors.
The growth has also aided the growth of video ads on these platforms with digital video advertising the most
growing and profitable investment in the next 5 years as per KPMG. The current focus is only a freemium

model by most of the
lead players. While
Amazon prime and
Netflix continue to be
on only subscriptions
and is currently satisfied
with its subscriber base
of 12.67 million and
5.37 million in India
respectively, most of the
big players who adopted
the freemium model are
clocking much larger
numbers. Hotstar boasts
of 150 million monthly
active user bases
followed by Sony Liv who
is a distant second with
50 million monthly active
users and then Voot with
33 million active monthly
users. As per Deloitte,
India’s OTT viewership
is slated to grow to 355
million by 2020.
Currently valued at $109
million and expected to
double by 2020 to $218
million, Hotstar leads
the race with almost
50% market share. Sony
Liv follows with 13%,
followed by Viacom’s
Voot at third place with
11%. Amazon Prime has
5% while Netflix has only
1.4%.
“The OTT space has
evolved into a very
interesting option to
advertise on. We had
taken a leap of faith
to advertise during
IPL 2017 on the OTT
platforms and since then
have gone on to partner

with some of the larger
events like the IPL 2018,
ICC World Cup and
Pro-Kabaddi League on
HotStar; FIFA world cup,
KBC on Sony Liv and
went on to do content
integration with web
series like Aam Aadmi
Family and Yeh Meri
Family on TVF Play. We
are very happy with
the audiences reached
and the response to our
campaigns. “We have
also started to partner
with regional content
creators to increase
our reach to Tier 2 and
Tier 3 cities,” says Punit
Dharamsi, Vice President
- Marketing & Investor
Education, Association
of Mutual Funds in India
(AMFI).
Given the stupendous
growth of OTT in India
with an ever-increasing
time spend, it’s a perfect
platform for advertisers
to invest marketing
dollars in engaging their
customers. The day is
not far off when all the
people you know could
be watching their pick of
content in a language of
their choice at their time
and their space wherever
on earth, on just about
any device with a screen.
Content has truly
arrived!

“ India’s OTT viewership
is slated to grow to 355
million by 2020.”
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Voting was launched across channels and languages in Hindi (Bigg Boss S12, Ace of Space, India’s Got TalentS
08, Marathi (Bigg Boss Marathi, Sur Nava Dhyas Nava) Kannada (Bigg Boss Kannada S06) etc.

Case Study

Voot

04

Engaging
through mobile
& vernacular
content
Empowering today’s digital audience through interactivity and 2nd screen
engagement across Hindi and regional shows.

In addition to voting, launched a number of new interactivity formats such as-

VIDEO VICHAAR
(a video submission where users can submit a video reaction to a question posted) was launched for Bigg Boss S12.
With ~100 K video reactions, there was an increased engagement among our viewers

ZOR SE POOCHO
(An Ask me Anything format where users get to vote on a question they want to ask a particular contestant) was
launched for both Bigg Boss S12 and Bigg Boss Kannada S06. This interactivity format saw huge momentum
with ~1 Mn votes on Hindi and ~1 Mn on BB Kannada (Ongoing).

DREAM TEAM
(A Fantasy league format where users can choose their favorite contestants to form part of their team and get points
based on that contestant’s progress in the game). This was launched for Bigg Boss Kannada and is seeing traction
with already 150K+ teams formed (Ongoing).
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Empowered by on-the-go accessibility and greater
control over their viewing experience, digital-savvy
audiences in the country are increasingly inclining
towards online content platforms, from popular TV
shows, movies and music to personalized content
relevant to the viewer’s specific interests and viewing
preferences in the form of videos, web series, and
other digital programming options. The internet has
made everything possible on digital devices.

Gurjot Singh Shah
Sr.VP & National
Media Head,
Dentsu
WebChutney

Roti,
Kapda
aur
Content

The rapid up-take broadband connectivity and growth of smartphones which is
expected to touch 520 million by 2020 will be instrumental in media consumption
shifting beyond traditional media formats such as broadcast and cable TV towards
digital mediums.

While earlier, content was created to suit fixed time
viewing and was therefore created in multiples of
30 minutes, with the advent of on-demand viewing,
this parameter is no longer required. Short form and
snackable content pieces are primarily driving the
growth in consumption of digital media, and is very
popular with a younger audience, stated in Future of
Digital Content Consumption in India by Ernst and
Young.
This democratized online access can be attributed to
better digital infrastructure, improved digital literacy,
the rollout of 3G and 4G broadband services, and
inexpensive smartphones along with cheaper data
tariffs; which is causing convenient access, comfort
and quality viewing experience of digital content
has given rise to OTT services and platforms. This is
changing the content consumption pattern of every
Indian, so much so that the prime time on TV is now
gradually shifting to digital, also eliminating the fight
for the remote for watching desired content by each
individual in the house.
OTT platforms also invested in making the mobile
web experience smoother with progressive web apps
as India too came online - for example, Voot’s PWA
session time per user increased by 39% and daily
views per user by 15% within days of implementation
stated by Google in year-end search report 2018.
YouTube continues to be the #1 OTT in the country
with a 400% YOY growth in 2018,
collectively in content discovery and OTT platforms
Facebook and YouTube respectively top the charts
in our country. Hotstar claiming over 150M monthly
active users is giving a neck-to-neck competition to
the Facebook-Google duopoly, JIO TV with 100M+

downloads (on Google Playstore) takes the position
after Hotstar. Netflix being the most popular globally
has a very low number of active users in India.
Latching on to the growing interest in OTT content,
Flipkart and Hotstar recently announced the launch
of Shopper Audience Network: Flipkart’s new
advertising platform that allows brands to connect
with customers through personalized video ad spots
on Hotstar.
The next wave of growth in India’s internet
penetration is expected to come from tier II and tier
III cities, where wireless mobile internet shall play a
pivotal role, thus enabling the growth of vernacular
and regional content. Currently, 45% of online
users consume regional language content and this
percentage is expected to increase with the growth of
internet users.
This is not only making the leading OTT players like
Hotstar and Jio TV gun for regional content but also
giving rise to region-specific OTT players like Zee5,
ALT Balaji, Sun next and more.
In a nutshell, the basics have now shifted from food,
clothing, shelter to food, clothing, content. The use
of smaller screens on personal devices will fuel
“personal content” (watching content individually)
as opposed to “group content” (watching TV in the
living room) and this is expected to increase content
consumption manifold, as well as change the type of
content consumed.
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TITLE
Dentsu Webchutney
leverages YouTube
for Canon to deliver
brand uplift and
higher recall

Case Study

Canon India and Dentsu Webchutney

05

YouTubeMasthead
& Director
Mix

TECHNOLOGY /
MEDIA CATEGORY
YouTube Masthead
and Director Mix,
Google Analytics and
programmatic cookies

CAMPAIGN
DURATION
April to May 2018

TECH GYAAN & PLATFORM OFFERING

CHALLENGE

Director Mix takes a video’s assets and creates
thousands of versions to align with the audience
being targeted. This saves time and management on
part of the advertiser, with YouTube doing the heavy
lifting to make sure the most relevant message is
being shown to the right audience. It’s also free to the
advertiser.

More and more Indians are making high-value
electronics purchases online. As they launched two
new entry-level DSLR cameras (the EOS 1500D and
EOS 3000D), Canon India decided to tap this fastgrowing market. To win more revenue from its 21—35
year-old target demographic, they wanted to engage
shoppers with highly personalized advertising where
they already spend much of their time.

The YouTube Masthead is on the homepage of the site
but it doesn’t appear layered on other videos, also not
at the corner of the page. It doesn’t hinder the user’s
search query.
On YouTube, the targeting is different according to
the viewers based on demographics, life events and
interests. It is bifurcated into: YouTube Overlay Ads
(The ad appears at the bottom of the video), YouTube
TrueView Ads (initial appearance of the ad at the
beginning of the video and is skippable), YouTube
Pre-Roll Ads (a non-skippable ads appearing at the
beginning of the video), YouTube Display Advertising
(displays ad as a banner at the side or bottom of a
video).

APPROACH
To maximize audience reach while limiting wasted
exposure to non-buyers, Dentsu Webchutney,
recommended two YouTube ad products: Director
Mix and Masthead.
With YouTube Director Mix, Canon India got a fast,
simple, and limitlessly customizable way to create
personalized video ads that drive engagement with
each target keyword and buyer persona.

INSIGHTS / EFFECTIVENESS
To capture even more views, Canon India also deployed YouTube Masthead ads, catching viewers’ attention
with lively brand ads on the YouTube India homepage and prominently displayed above YouTube videos and
channels.

RESULTS

39%

total site traffic
driven by YouTube

30%

boost in time spent
on site with YouTube

85%

view-through
rate

Canon India saw substantial gains in awareness, reach, and sales thanks to YouTube Director Mix and
Masthead. YouTube Masthead alone delivered a reach of 90,373,664 in just one day.
Canon India’s YouTube campaigns contributed to a 128 percent lift in sales driven by print, TV, and digital
marketing efforts, and the view-through rate (VTR) on their YouTube video advertisements was an impressive
85 percent.
Today, 39 percent of the traffic to their e-commerce website is referred by YouTube, and Canon India is
confident that they are reaching the right buyers.
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Man
Machine
and Magic

Gurjot Singh Shah | Sr.VP & National Media Head,
Dentsu Webchutney

The seeds of modern AI were planted by classical
philosophers who attempted to describe the
process of human thinking as the mechanical
manipulation of symbols back in the mid-60s, but
the term AI was coined in 2000.

understanding what computers can do to help
unleash our creativity, not just by getting rid of
routine, but also by giving us information, inspiration
and ultimately, new connections leading to better
ideas and execution.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
are currently on the crest of its third wave, and
given the immense interest in this field, it can be
expected to continue in this state for a long time.

As a case in point at Dentsu Webchutney, we had put
our best man to optimize some of the performancedriven auction buying campaigns for a camera client.
Initially, the machine was able to include some of
the targeting parameters that a man couldn’t think
of, which gave a phenomenal scale to the campaign.
This was followed by the machine yielding a level of
optimization that was comparable to what is achieved
after investing 30 minutes every day for 15 days.

It will be fair to say that the revolution of
machines has already started.
It can be said the creation of artificial intelligence
is the biggest event for mankind. Technology has
been on a rise and resulting in something new
and interesting every day, every minute. It’s hard
to keep up. Are we feeling a little overwhelmed
by all these changes? Are we finding it difficult
to connect to our audiences who are constantly
hopping from platform to platform. Are we
finding it harder to recruit talent who are no
longer interested in the business but instead,
getting magnetized towards business with a
clear purpose? Are we constantly trying to
work out what’s next and worried about being
replaced by robots one day?
If we look at the emergence of AI, machines have
overtaken some of our day to day jobs and are
doing them more smartly than a human. This
might give a feeling of being left behind but we
should, instead, focus on adapting.
Intelligence of machines is not a secret, but a
result of algorithms and logic fed by humans,
so humans should learn them back from the
processed information of machines and then
improvise further.
Human brains are wired to re-wire, which means
they can be moulded based on conditioning and
behavior. Ultimately, creativity is what truly
differentiates us from robots. So, rather than
seeing AI as a threat, perhaps we need to look at
it from a different perspective, as IA (Intelligence
Augmented). Intelligence augmented is about

While machine has remarkable capabilities, it is the
combination of machine + humans that truly creates
magic. Thanks to technology, we are certain that we
are about to enter a new age of creativity that will
require a new set of creative superheroes to help the
world thrive.
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Case Study

and the robotic mind will do the same for the
services industry. All people-based businesses will
be transformed. A business without a sound data
transformation strategy is a ticking time bomb.”

Gautam Mehra | Chief Data Officer
Dentsu Aegis Network

06

Canon India and Dentsu Webchutney

“The robotic arm revolutionized manufacturing

Man
vs
Machine
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The background/Reasons for adoption
To test the performance of AI optimized campaigns vs manually optimized
campaigns.

Title

Technology/Media category

Dentsu Webchutney uses AI and ML to reduce CPA
for Canon India

Automatic controlled campaigning via Artificial
Intelligence and manual traffic generation

Tech Gyaan-AI controlled campaigning
An array of data tools were used for this campaign. The details are given below
Dentsu Aegis Network
Lasersight
A unique tool that
provides granular
interest level
performance for
Facebook campaigns
with recommendations
for interests that are
performing and to
those that aren’t while
suggesting new interests
to replace them with.

Dentsu Aegis Network
Budget Optimiser
An intelligent algorithm
that compares the
performance of ad-sets
within campaigns and
reallocates budgets
within the campaign to
optimize spends.

Dentsu Aegis Network
AdSelect
A creative asset
validation tool that
informs on creatives
working well for a
given targeting option,
with a provision to
pause ones that are
underperforming.

Approach
Webchutney joined hands with the Data Science team of Dentsu Aegis Network
to do a Man vs. Machine Test to build intelligence and efficiencies in planning and
Optimizing Facebook campaigns.
Decision to do a split test: One with manual control and another with automatic
control, Artificial Intelligence (AI), using Dentsu Aegis Network’s proprietary
tools:

01AD SELECT

02BUDGET OPTIMIZER

03LASERSIGHT

Insights/Effectiveness
Effectiveness of the manually optimized campaign vs. the AI optimized campaign:
With AI optimization, we saw a

7%

increase in impressions

Platform offering

Challenge

AI optimization uses the tools from the Dentsu Aegis
Network Data Lab automation suite (laser sight,
budget optimizer and ad select) and runs all the three
automatically on the campaign at regular, prescribed
intervals while manual automation is about
optimization of campaign from a targeting, budget
and creative level, manually, after reviewing the data.

The campaign was to test
the performance of AI
optimized campaigns vs
manual optimizations.

23%

increase in actions taken

15%
decrease in

CPA
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Descriptive Analytics
1st Party:

Data
Driven
Marketing

Nishant Malsisaria | Director Media
Dentsu Webchutney

Martech is the latest trend in the industry and a
rapidly growing high adoption phenomenon. As a
result, 33% of marketing budgets today are going
into technology, 28% of which is being spent in
infrastructure. Data driven marketing is a possible
solution for the money that brands waste today as a
result of mass marketing. It enables marketers and
brands to market effectively and move on from the
concept of mass marketing, wherever applicable. Data
driven marketing fundamentally is about using the
data of the brand gathered through multiple sources
like digital responses (leads, engagement, etc.), mall
activations, consumer surveys, etc. to understand
the consumption patterns of the consumer and use
these insights to market the brand/product more
effectively.

on-the-fly marketing which is a more reactive form
compared to the core of data driven marketing.
Data driven marketing in a nutshell is about collecting
data about the brand users/consumers through
multiple touch points and multiple attributes like
demographics, geography and psychographics, and
effectively translating them into the marketing
strategy of the brand’s product/service. Data can be
classified into 3 broad types:

01. 1st party data
02. 2nd party data
03. 3rd party data

Data driven marketing is often mistaken as real-time/

Data collected through self-owned sources
like website, app, CRM, customer surveys,
mall activations etc.

2nd Party:
Simply put, this is someone else’s 1st party
data which is generally transferred from
one line of business to another within
the same company or group, for e.g. a
bank using their customer’s data for their
insurance line of business or DEMAT
account business.

3rd Party:
This is data bought from outside sources,
which are not essentially the original
collectors of the data. This is a tactic where
these aggregators tie up with publishers
and collect their first party data to convert
it into one large data set and sell it to other
brands/advertisers as 3rd party data.

All these data types over a period of time can be put
together to effectively translate all the information
into meaningful insights for the brand which can be
used to drive more efficient data driven marketing
strategies for better and improved awareness,
engagement and conversion for the business across
the consumer/marketing funnel.
Data analytics is the process of examining the above
data sets in order to draw conclusions about the
information these sets contain, which is increasingly
aided by specialised systems and software which
is a blend of various tools, algorithms and machine
learning principles with the goal of identifying hidden
patterns from the raw data.
There are 4 types of data analytics:

As the name implies, descriptive analysis or statistics
can summarize raw data and convert it into a form
that can be easily understood by humans. They can
describe, in detail, an event that has occurred in
the past. This type of analytics is helpful in deriving
a pattern, if any, from past events or drawing
interpretations from them so that better strategies
for the future can be framed.
This is the most frequently used type of analytics
across organizations. It’s crucial in revealing the key
metrics and measures within any business.

Diagnostic Analytics
The obvious successor to descriptive analytics is
diagnostic analytics. Diagnostic analytical tools aid
an analyst to dig deeper into an issue at hand so that
they can arrive at the source of a problem.
In a structured business environment, tools for both
descriptive and diagnostic analytics go hand-in-hand.

Predictive Analytics
Any business that is pursuing success should have
foresight. Predictive analytics helps businesses to
forecast trends based on the current events. Whether
it’s predicting the probability of an event happening in
future or estimating when that event will happen, all
of this can be determined with the help of predictive
analytical models.
Usually, many different but co-dependent variables
are analyzed to predict a trend in this type of analysis.
For example, in the healthcare domain, prospective
health risks can be predicted based on an individual’s
habits/diet/genetic composition. Therefore, these
models are the most important across various fields.

Prescriptive Analytics
This type of analytics explains the step-by-step
process in a situation. For instance, a prescriptive
analysis is what comes into play when your Uber
driver gets the easier route from Google Maps. The
best route was chosen by considering the distance of
every available route from your pick-up point to the
destination and the traffic constraints on each road.
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Case Study

Mondelez and Carat India

07

Tech Gyaan – Programmatic media buying & Data marketing

IPL
broadcast
integration
Title
Mondelez and Carat India disrupt IPL With
Dynamic Data-Driven Moment Advertising

Technology/Media category
Programmatic media buying and data analytics/
data science/data- driven marketing

Programmatic advertising is becoming the new norm, and is the future of
digital advertising. Soon, it will command a big share of the advertising pie,
with traditional marketers and advertisers understanding the benefits. While
digital advertising spending is growing at a rapid rate, and is set to take over
the strongest contender in the traditional media i.e. TV, the automated media
buying is set to grow by 25.4%. According to DoubleClick Ad Exchange, the
top five countries in the world with the fastest-growing Programmatic Direct
adoption rates all belong to the APAC region. They are India, South Korea,
Malaysia, Taiwan and Indonesia. The potential benefits of programmatic
buying are majorly better contextual targeting, faster execution and real-time
optimization. A few other advantageous benefits are dynamic placement
and managing multiple channels. Due to a steady adoption of programmatic
advertising, marketers do seek the effectiveness and efficiencies in choosing
the automated media buying technology. This helps them boost contextual
targeting, reduce waste, and provide timely and relevant content to their
audience across multiple devices.

Behold and rise- Data marketing
Digital technology continues to disrupt all aspects of media and digital
advertising, and has embraced data-driven solutions along with its potential.
Within last few years, the technology has completely transformed digital
advertising, and has also impacted as to how we build strategies, the way
we conceptualize campaigns and how consumers actually experience
advertisements.
Reliance on data insights, analytics and other techniques have enabled
marketers to experiment and create customized consumer experience. Now,
marketers have the ability to leverage technology to reach their customers at
individual levels, and gain granular insights into who those people are exactly.
Personalized consumer engagement and taking an Omni-channel approach
are the major benefits of data-driven marketing.

Campaign duration
7th April 2018 – 27th May 2018
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Platform Offering

Results

Display and Video 360 (Google Marketing and Google Cloud platforms)

The campaign was India’s first multi-brand dynamic creative execution

To develop data-driven display ads that were automatically triggered when
the games began

Driving more than just engagement metrics, the automated process saved
Mondelez more than 50 hours of campaign setup time

Mondelez first explored existing ways to deploy ads, but ultimately decided to
build a custom solution to ensure frictionless execution

Over the course of a week, the campaign reached more than 42 million
unique users, resulting in more than 2 million clicks with a click-through rate
that was 3X the industry average
In the end, the contextual ads garnered more than 246 million impressions

The background/ Reasons for adoption
IPL 2018 was pegged to reach more than 200 MN Digital Audience
Garnering the limited inventory in heavy competition was a reality
With all the media inventory that was catering to cricket being vended at
premium, Mondelez wanted to tap into the huge consumer interest for IPL
2018 and build salience for their brands by creating engaging and clutterbreaking contextual communication

Challenge
Launching a multibrand campaign
that would reach
consumers during
live cricket matches
was a challenge

Multi-moment Marketing
at No Premium
CPMs in line with average (approx INR 50)

104 cricket moments
(13 IPL match events across 8 teams) mapped to

Approach
Specific cricket moments and team combinations were owned by different brands, and messaging was
updated in real time using Cricbuzz’s live score API feed

7 different brands
using automated triggers for campaign fighting in
sync with the match timings to get

50+ hours set up time saved

The dynamic ads were built in Google Web Designer and pushed to Campaign Manager with the help of
Google Data Studio
Google Cloud Platform was used to automatically trigger the campaign flights in Display & Video 360,
which was used to serve ads to users across multiple ad exchanges

246M+

42M+

Impressions

Unique Reach

Insights/Effectiveness
A massive 25% increase in sales compared to last year
Brand Tracks showed a significant uplift across all measures, especially a 7% delta increase on TOM
awareness, and a 12% delta increase on relevance
Estimated ad recall was 15% for Mondelez brands

0.87% 117%
CTR

lift in CTR

2M+
Clicks
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Case Study

Mondelez and Carat India

Cadbury
Celebrations

The background/ Reasons for adoption
Cadbury Celebrations wanted to stand out and build the brand proposition of freeing
the joy by emotionally connecting with our younger audience
The bond between siblings is one of the most understated, yet most cherished
Rakhi presents one of the few rare occasions when this bond is truly celebrated
As a brand, Celebrations aspires to be the harbinger of Achai (Goodness) this Rakhi and
mark it as an occasion to pause, look back and thank your sister for everything

Approach
Strategically chose to go with media channels such as OOH, digital and social media to
create buzz among audience who are consistently out and about
The idea was to call for entries from brothers & sisters that share their ‘throwback’
pictures and recreate the same picture in present day
These pictures were to be tagged with #Rakhirewind
The gratification for sharing the throwback + recreated pictures was a chance to appear
on live hoardings in Mumbai & Delhi

Results/ Effectiveness of the campaign

#Rakhirewind trended for

05+

and had

HOURS

Title

76M+

7800

TWEETS

in a day with #Rakhirewind

IMPRESSIONS

Mondelez and Carat India - Sweetening The Sibling Bond With Celebrations

Celebrations share

Technology/Media category

4.8%

in August

GAIN

1096

Over

had conversation about the hashtag

USERS

Digital OOH and Social Media

0.3%

Market share for Celebrations :
GAIN vs LAST YEAR

Over

430

went live on billboard within 12 hours

PHOTOS

Tech Gyaan and platform offering: Culmination of digital & outdoor platform
A software captured key words with a hashtag that was put on digital social medium
(Facebook, Instagram or Twitter)
Once the keywords were captured, the images (along with the hashtag) were put up on
digital hoardings in real time at prominent locations

7500

More than
pictures were created via in app banners
#RAKHIREWIND
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Case Study

09

Piaggio and Dentsu Webchutney

Tinder and
programmatic
integration

Title

Technology/Media category

Piaggio and Dentsu Webchutney – Making Piaggio
relevant to the millennials on Tinder, through India’s
First Programmatic Campaign on Tinder

Social Media (Tinder) and Programmatic campaign

Tech Gyaan & Platform offering

The background/ Reasons for adoption

Programmatic advertising/marketing is an automated
process of buying and selling of digital advertisement
inventory across a wide range of websites. In the
initial phase, the technology being exclusive to display
and search advertisements, programmatic now
includes a variety of mediums such as mobile, video,
in-app and social, across different platforms and
channels.

The festive season in India is considered an auspicious
occasion during which the decision to buy highvalue consumer goods is made. Consumer goods
see around 40% of their annual sales happening
during this period. So, undoubtedly, brands gear up
for the season to increase visibility and purchase
consideration.

Automated is the exact term that would define
Programmatic. It involves real-time systems and
formulae, and runs different algorithms to automate
the delivery of data-driven, personally-tailored and
relevant experiences to consumers as they interact
with the brand across multiple touch points.

Piaggio found itself in a similar position during the
run-up to the festive season. The company’s relatively
new scooters were up for competition against the
category market leaders. Moreover, the two-wheeler
category saw a de-growth of 15-20% as compared
to the last festive season. The situation demanded
reaching out to the TG in an effective way to avoid
spill over.
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Insights / Effectiveness

Approach
Analyzed the consumer behavior using Dentsu Aegis
Network’s propriety tool Dentsu Aegis Network
Explore - to understand the cross medium consumer
behavior and analyze the audience’s media footprint;
by consolidating multiple data sources like Facebook,
Google, YouTube, BARC, Comscore, SVG, CCS etc.
Basis that, it was realized that the audience has a high
affinity towards dating apps. Backed by this insight,
we went on to engage with the popular dating site
Tinder.

Staying native to the usability of the platform and
being seamless to the user behaviour on the platform,
the ads asked the users to right swipe to book a date
with Vespa. However, this wasn’t enough to reach the
relevant audience in Tinder’s large user base. Hence,
going a step further, we used programmatic targeted
people who were in-market for scooters - for the very
first time in India.
Going beyond the usual communication of ‘Book
a test Drive’ across platforms and very seamlessly
tying up with Tinder to set up a date for the youth,
who were highly affined and in-market to scooters on
digital. That’s a first!

Results
The campaign ran for 1 month on Tinder reaching around 500,000 unique users
The unit saw a spectacular time of 11 seconds spent, on an average, on the card on Tinder and a click through
of over 10% on the unit
This is way beyond the average benchmark of 3 seconds and 1% on Tinder
The icing on the cake was garnering over 250 quality leads for the campaign through Tinder alone

“Google sees a trillion of searches every year and a
massive 15% of those are new queries which have
been searched for the very first time. Dynamic
search ads hence becomes a powerful way to cater
to these new queries. It gives a brand a chance to
be proactively present on high intent queries. What
marketers need to be cognizant of is to ensure that
they have the right content on their website to
ensure there is relevance and visibility. Applicable
to all industries, this product has helped in bringing
in scale for businesses as dynamic as e-commerce,
as well as industries like BFSI. We have seen very
encouraging results for our clients like Maxlife
Insurance, Biba, etc”

Rubeena Singh | CEO, iProspect
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Title
Voot and Sokrati Dynamic Search Ads
(DSA) With Feed
And Episode Level
Personalization for OTT
platforms

Technology/Media
category

Platform offering: Culmination of DSA
with feed and search optimization

DSA with feed for OTT
platforms

Dynamic Search Ads (DSA) use Google’s organic web
crawling technology to automatically target relevant
search queries that are based on a brand’s website
content

Challenge
Campaign Duration

April to June 2017

Dynamic Search Ads
Page Feeds allow
advertisers to upload
a list of URLs from
their website that have
been cleared to use in
Dynamic Search Ads
campaigns. The idea
is that you’ll no longer
be required to set up
multiple, complex auto
target exclusions within
your DSA campaigns.

DSA &
personalisation
for OTT

10

Voot and Sokrati

Case

Campaign Duration

Instead, advertisers are
able to create a list of
approved pages on a
website, apply a small
amount of formatting
in an Excel sheet and
upload to Google
Business Data to utilize
only those pages for a
Dynamic Search Ads
campaign. Essentially,
you’re telling Google
AdWords to ignore the
list of pages it has of
your main website via
its crawl, and use only
the pre-approved pages
you’ve added to your
DSA feed in order to
generate ads for your
company.

Voot has an extensive library of General
Entertainment Channels (GEC) & original shows.
Discovery of the right content and its right episode,
while at the same time directing users to the Landing
Page of the respective episode was a challenge

Approach
Implemented DSA with Feed on automated target
cost-per-acquisition (tCPA) bidding
Included URLs for all episodes for specific shows
Used Ad-customizer to tailor creatives based on show
content
Structured page titles appeared as headlines for the
ads, improving relevance of the communication
Automated feed to include latest episode post release
on the website

Insights / Effectiveness
DSA with feed was a newly released product that
came with an additional lever to control URLs
for scraping, along with the functionality of the
traditional DSA campaigns
Page titles for all episodic webpages were structured
to contain the episode number and release date
These directly appeared as ad headlines, which
improved relevancy

Best Practices
Only audience search for episode-related queries
were tapped through this campaign
This was achieved by negating episode-related
keywords from generic search campaigns
The feed was automated to include the URLs for the
latest episode post its release on the website
The campaign was set at automated tCPA bidding to
achieve cost efficient results

43%

RESULTS

lower CPAs

94k

more conversations
at same spending

48%
lower CPCs

90%
marketing
hours saved
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Challenges faced by
Digital Media

Increased
Security Risk
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The major challenge, currently faced, are the increasing online threats and
security risks. The internet is flooded with data and there is too much of
information floating around, which hackers can take advantage of. Data protection
and systems security needs to be protected and encrypted by using firewalls and
up-to-date antivirus programs/softwares. Every business needs to have an aware
and a knowledgeable team of IT experts to tackle security threats and reduce the
risk of data exposure. Media industry has been the target after adopting internetbased business models with content digitalization for different platforms. Cyber
security has become an important aspect in the recent past with increasing cyber
threats and attacks on internet-connected infrastructure with large scale hacking
of content. For example, movies like Udta Punjab, Babumoshai Bandookbaaz,
Manjhi- The mountain man, etc. were published on the internet before their
cinema release dates. Media companies in particular are more exposed to data
hacking and they become the prime targets. This is only possible because of the
increased visibility that allows hackers/ organizations to infiltrate and disseminate
their message. The demand for popular content source allows hackers to draw
large numbers of audience to stream or download content illegally. It is also quite
difficult for public authorities to find and punish the culprit/ hacker.

Ad - Blockers
With the growth of mobile phone usage and having
convenience at one’s fingertips, the security threats
on mobile technology is on the rise. This increases
the need for cyber security and data protection,
for customers and businesses alike. There have
been many ad blocker plug-ins and applications
developed just to avoid unnecessary pop-up of the
advertisements. There are many mobile browsers
which have in-built feature of blocking unwanted
advertisements.

Native advertising is emerging as one of the effective
solutions given the current situation, including
sponsored blog posts, reviews and mentions. Intentbased native advertising will help marketers get
even more results since it improves targeting to
ensure that the right customers are seeing the ads. A
significant number of ad blockers are developed for
different platforms and devices.
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Evolving challenges in
the advertising
ecosystem
Digital advertising has been around for almost over
a decade, it is evolving and is on the track to become
mature. For now, the major concern is advertising
frauds – the ad visits from unwelcomed bots
exaggerating the data, thereby pushing investments
on digital medium and inflating prices for advertisers
and marketers.
With consumers using ad blocking extensions and
other tools, it prevents the display of digital ads all
together. Addition to this there is a tough competition
currently going on between the traditional and the
digital channels and prospects for players to be
competitive in the market.

In such evolving and persistently challenging
ecosystem, digital stakeholders face a series of
problems in regards to correct investment in the
digital space without being defrauded. The major
concern for a marketer is to slice through the
advertising barriers and achieve expected results.
Ad frauds in the digital advertising space for many
organizations can be quite a struggle to respond
effectively to, whether by advertisers, publishers or
agencies for that matter.
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Ad Frauds

New ad formats and channels, such as video or mobile, apart from websites, have
turned out to be a breeding ground for fraud. Bots, developed by fraudsters, are
deployed to engage with the ads, which leads to a massive dip in viewability.
The fraud is typically carried out by creating fake ad traffic using content-scraping
websites or other environments, getting bots to click on the ads, launching
ads outside of a user’s view, or creating other fictitious mechanisms to deliver
advertisements that are not seen by consumers.

Loss of money
on ad frauds
There is a variety of ad frauds that is taking away
genuine business. Click fraud is one of the most
common types wherein fake traffic is generated
through automated clicking programs called hit bots
or where large numbers of low-wage earners or ‘clickfarmers’ - create fake traffic.
Search ad frauds occur when the fraudsters create
websites and use keywords to artificially improve
their position on a search engine results page.
Advertisers for whom those keywords are relevant
then buy ads on the fake websites, where they
have little chance of being seen. Another form is ad
stacking. There will be multiple ads that generate
impressions when people view the page, but the ads
are stacked so that only the top one is visible.
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On this front, Dentsu Aegis Network advocates a universal, independently measured, minimum definition of
a viewable impression, which we deem as necessary to inform our media buying approach. Such a standard
should:

Viewability
at Dentsu Aegis
Network

Gautam Mehra | Chief Data Officer,
Dentsu Aegis Network

At Dentsu Aegis Network, we take the quality of digital media buys and digital brand safety seriously and
pursue every possible measure to protect our clients. Using a robust approach that is continually reviewed
against the latest technologies in the marketplace, we manage proactively the risks brands face and procure
quality ad environments for our clients.
We place immense focus on three key perennial issues surrounding digital media, namely

VIEWABILITY

AD FRAUD

BRAND SAFETY

Let’s talk about Viewability for now
Viewability is a metric that aims to track impressions that are actually seen by users. The definition of what
counts as a “viewable impression” continues to be a topic for debate within the industry.

01

Promote analysis across geographies, inventory sources and media buying platforms.

02

Encourage independent verification through 3rd party verification technology partners to
establish a singular standard of measurement.

03

Highlight, at a minimum, low viewability but still leave scope for buyers and sellers of placements
to work with and compete on higher standards, if they deem these commercially appropriate.

The Media Ratings Council (MRC) has definitions
for desktop and mobile viewability. These can be
summarized as ‘at least 50% of the ad is on screen
for a minimum of 1 second for display and 2 seconds
for video.’ These definitions have undergone
extensive analysis across territories and platforms
by the Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) and similar
industry bodies to recognize them as universal
standards. Global 3rd party verification technology
partners have also been accredited by the MRC to
independently measure viewability metrics according
to those standards.
At present, Dentsu Aegis Network endorses these
definitions as adequate industry standards, in
recognition that they meet the three criteria outlined.
However, the current state remains challenging;
despite the establishment of an industry-accepted
universal standard, adoption by ecosystem players
has been inconsistent. This has diminished the
industry’s credibility regarding transparency and its
ability to self-regulate. Facebook, Snap, Twitter and
Google each operate on different approaches and
definitions, which holds back alignment and progress.
Debate is healthy and encouraged, yet Dentsu Aegis
Network continues to advocate benchmarking
against a common standard as it sharpens the focus
on which factor(s) drives media effectiveness and
supports best practices.
To this end, we will continue to challenge the need
to adopt the MRC’s definition as a baseline, deploy
independent measurement with our third party
verification partners (e.g. Integral Ad Science, MOAT),
and analyse the resulting data with our clients,
partners and peers. Dentsu Aegis Network is further

committed towards building a holistic standpoint
on viewability, keeping in view the importance
of understanding its impact on business results.
One such initiative to align with this commitment
revolves around developing brand and ad recall
studies for our clients, to better understand the
brand and commercial impact of ad effectiveness and
viewability standards on their campaigns. An example
of such studies would involve the segmentation of
audiences in our campaigns – each exposed to varying
viewability standards e.g. 30% vs. 50%, and we will
proceed to measure the difference in brand uplift and
ad recall between those audience segments.
In addition, we are working with our clients on a
case-by-case basis to assess their brand’s business
and performance priorities and together, determine
commercially viable viewability benchmarks for them.
In fact, speaking of performance, Viewability is
often perceived to be an additional cost. While
performance campaigns normally do not have
a viewability target, like Brand campaigns, we
have been experimenting with higher viewability
in performance campaigns. The results are very
encouraging. There is a direct correlation between
viewability and attributed CPA. In case we saw that
2/3rds of the conversions came from highly viewable
impressions, which compromised 1/3rd of the overall
impressions. That’s almost a conversion rate of 2x.
In summary, at Dentsu Aegis Network we feel the
discussions the industry is having on viewability
are on the right track and we will continue to work
with both clients and platforms to ensure the best
outcomes for all.
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Acknowledging
the fact: Fraud
complexity and
risks
The rate at which digitalization is expanding,
upscaling and echoing frequency, this has resulted
in consistent rate of bot-related frauds in recent
years. It is a concern which is a big deal and needs
to be tackled effectively though it stands to become
bigger in the near future. Obvious expansion of the
digital advertising ecosystem and the continuous bot
frauds that generate bogus impressions, ad clicks and
figuring out which ads are being served to an actual
person – a legitimate buyer/prospect. Preventing this
has become quite critical.
The common focus for advertisers is now to track
the viewability of their advertisements and discard

whether their advertisements are delivered to the
prospective buyer.
Fraud complexities need to be addressed and drastic
measures need to be taken in order solve this issue.
From the perspective of reliability, some of the ad
networks and publishers have taken steps like house
cleaning to remove junk traffic; it ends up reducing
the unwanted traffic as well.
Advertisements that are affected by bot ad fraud,
their information source and reliability come under
questioning viz. whether the intended consumer was
able to understand the piece of information not just
delivered / disseminated to the prospects.

Digital stakeholders are facing struggle with the
evolving complexities of digital advertising and needs
to revise and rethink their strategy. Advertisers
should be thoughtful and well informed and aware
where they are investing their funds. Advertisers are
compelled to think and play accordingly, they might
plan to invest more in social media to seek viewability
and the communication message is delivered to a
prospect who is the intended target. They may think
that the money is spent well on social media rather
spending on other digital advertising platforms.
It is the responsibility of the advertisers to assess
their risks, search for loopholes and ask questions of
serious concern and address it. Advertisers should
consider the campaign measurements, associated
costs and be proactive while evaluating the process
of strategizing and technical issues to get effective
results.
It is important for advertisers to consider and premeditate on the campaign execution and especially be
aware about ad fraud. To tackle and prevent ad frauds

it is critical to discover the potential partners that can
help in enforcing accountability, validation of data
and install rigorous checks.
The most important aspect for marketers is to get
their brand noticed, ultimately aiming at increasing
sales. The communication of the message is led
by advertisers and they should now start to think
beyond just serving up the advertisements. In the
strategy development phase, advertisers should make
sure that the digital advertising starts conversations
and engage prospects in interactive, targeted and
innovative ways. Advertisers should start thinking
strategically about where to invest their buck and
should look for new avenues that allow them to
interact and start conversations with prospects.
Many advertisers have come to the conclusion that
targeted, high-quality content can combat ad frauds
and think it is time to invest in pre-roll video ads.
Content that is relevant and fresh can help reduce the
chance of being blocked, ignored or skipped.

Revise &
rethink
digital strategies
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Start at the top
If you and your organization are really serious
about Data Protection, then it must begin with
a senior management sponsor. Data Protection
requires an organization wide change and it
requires effort, motivation and commitment. If
your employees feel it’s just another check mark,
you won’t get the desired results.

At Dentsu Aegis Network
Data Protection is discussed at every exec
meeting and every agency brand CEO is made
the ultimate responsibility to drive the Data
agenda and ensure 100% compliance

Data Protection
A Dentsu Aegis Network
Perspective
Gautam Mehra | Chief Data Officer,
Dentsu Aegis Network
If you have just ten seconds to read, here it is: Protecting your customer’s data is paramount to your survival
as a business. We take Data Protection at Dentsu Aegis Network extremely seriously. As a network that has
over 26 specialized units, the data we are entrusted by our clients varies dramatically and requires a scaled
and mature data practice. The purpose of this rather concise piece is to help you understand what is needed
to have a strong data strategy to deal with the complexity of GDPR and the upcoming Data Protection Act in
India. I want to stress on the top 3 most important aspects that you should focus on to have a successful Data
Protection acceptance in your organization.

Education
Data Protection requires behavioral change.
That is one of the toughest aspects to change in
any organization. Education is most important,
since it’s not only drives the importance of Data
Privacy, but also empowers them with the right
tools, processes and people to reach out to

At Dentsu Aegis Network

Governance
Data Protection requires not just compliance
to certain rules, but active Governance. By the
time you realize a leak, it might be too late. One
must have a strong governance process to ensure
all the organization’s data can be inventoried,
its journey tracked throughout its lifecycle and
proper end-of-life mechanisms are in place. Along
with process, you need your team leaders to be
made responsible and tasked with the additional
tasks of monitoring data on a day-to-day basis

At Dentsu Aegis Network
Thanks to the fact, that we established our data
practice quite early, we already have a robust
Data Governance Practice. There are Data
Governance Leads (DGLs) established in every
area of our business. Some scales business such
as digital require 12 of them to ensure proper
data practices are being followed. A Data Council
overseas all of the DGLs and provides guidance
where necessary

It’s mandatory for every single Dentsu Aegis
Network employee in India and globally, no
matter in which department or business unit
they belong to, to take the Data Privacy and
Data Security courses. Over and above that we
have the Data Management Handbook for the
India market as well as regional/global markets
to ensure that anyone in the organization knows
how to handle different types of Data

In conclusion, Data Protection should be a top agenda item for any business. The significant financial penalties
in place that exist in the GDPR and being proposed in the Indian Data Protection Act, are enough to wipe of
multiple years’ worth of bottom line. Add to that the loss of reputation a business suffers. The downsides, if
taken lightly are massive. On the positive side, it’s a change for the better. We should be held responsible for
protecting and using our fellow humans’ privacy.
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Future Trends
& Disruptors
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Blockchain
Technology

The trends for wearable technology and visual storytelling in the form of video,
infographics, etc are being shaped and will continue. Ad frauds and brand safety
concerns have surfaced in this digital transformation, tackling and ensuring brand
security has become important for marketers. The solution? Blockchain. In the
market though, blockchain as a technology is being limited to crypto currencies
like Bitcoins, Etherum and the likes, which are forms of virtual currency, making
way for transactions between two individuals. But, blockchain is much more than
that, it can hold a special place in the advertising. In mobile advancements, HTC,
recently launched its first blockchain enabled smartphone Exodus, and can be
purchased only by virtual currency like Bitcoins, etc. Use of blockchain on mobile
by various industries including media, entertainment and advertising sector is
imminent

Hyper-Personalization
Traditional
personalization deploys
profiling techniques
to create assumptions
about certain traits
of the user, which
ultimately allows
marketers to tailor
messaging, products and
services. This approach
is far less detailed

but through hyperpersonalization, brands
can find minute details
about their customers
which traditional
personalization fails
to deliver. Consumer
behaviour and
interaction is tracked
to improvise future
experience. They

track elements like
which section of the
website have been
clicked on, which ad
have been engaged
with, etc. Having this
understanding can help
the marketer curate the
platform elements which
can drive customers
to a smother and more

streamlined shopping
experience. Any nonpersonalized marketing
techniques will become
obsolete. Nonpersonalized methods
for even simple things
like emailers, direct
response campaigns will
become less popular in
the near future.

Content
Although content marketing makes for a small chunk of digital advertising, it is an entity that deserves its space
in the world of advertising. Content marketing has already seen heavy adoption from brands. We might see a
boom in the content marketing space, thus redefining the media landscape.
Marketers are willing to put in disproportionate amount of money in content marketing because they have the
chance to go viral on digital media which would mean that media cost is negligible, and people are distributing
the content themselves

Mobile
Technology

In a country with poor fixed broadband penetration,
the proliferation of affordable and ubiquitous 4G
networks have enabled millions to watch video
content. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that
61% of mobile video ads were viewed on mobile data
instead of WiFi. User engagement (CTR) on mobile
data was also much higher than on WiFi.
Cheaper 4G Smartphones – The telecom revolution
in India has been accompanied by a mini smartphone
revolution as well. Over the past year, Chinese
OEMs have invested heavily in India, flooding the
market with affordable and feature rich 4G enabled
smartphones. This has provided access to the mobile
internet to video to new demographics.

Regional Content
Content on digital platforms is currently skewed towards the metro audience and we expect this to see a
dramatic shift in the coming years with viewers from the other parts of the country logging in to consume
more content. There will be an exponential growth of vernacular content in the next few years coming from
languages like Telugu, Tamil and Kannada. Untapped markets like Gujarat, Odisha and Punjab will also emerge.
Consumption of digital content in local language is on the rise, since consumers do respond well to digital
advertisements in their regional language and find it more reliable when compared to English. Businesses
should enhance the user engagement and accordingly should draft content in local language and the content
is optimized for minimum data consumption. For e.g. Amazon India has optimized their website for better
shopping experience by implementing the use of local language –Hindi

Voice
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Voice will be the future of digital and not just advertising alone. Voice
will start playing a major role across all digital formats, for example,
voice search: people will search lesser and lesser by typing and more
by speaking into devices.
As per data from Google, 28 percent of search queries in India are
done by voice and Hindi voice search queries are growing at over 400
percent year on year. Voice is an intuitive interface that can interact
with consumers and sense consumer sentiment.

The twin reality

AR (Augmented reality) and VR (Virtual reality)
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) in digital advertising and marketing has been making a giant
splash in the recent years. The impact is quite huge though these formats are more challenging to execute.
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) deliver an immersive experience to audience and potential
customers. Consumers are generally more inclined to purchase from a retailer who offers a good personalized
experience, which makes the selecting and purchasing process easier.
VR costs are still prohibitive. Many smartphones are already AR enabled, because of the cost barrier, AR might
overtake VR in the immediate future

Learning Machines
Machine Learning (ML) being a form of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has evolved and enabled digital /
advertising agencies to deliver the high-rise demand
of differential services which is highly data-driven

Programmatic
advertising

Automation
takeover
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Programmatic advertising has made the processes for advertisers by:

1

Eliminating the
middle-men

Simplifying
process

Not only does programmatic advertising save time, money and effort, but it also helps to reach a more specific
and targeted audience that is interested in what the brands have to offer.
This is an automated marketing technology and can interpret consumer data at a larger scale with high velocity,
and accordingly apply that intelligence into advertising. The understanding of the search behavior, processing
& recording it, and to identify which campaigns consumers engage with the most to display advertisements for
them accordingly on the various digital platforms, thus targeting and retargeting to the prospects.
Advertising is growing and is moving towards a more customer-centric and dynamic standpoint. Until a
few years ago, the ad space was being booked manually, which entailed painstaking meetings, hierarchical
bottlenecks, and extended negotiations. With the number of publishers rapidly, it has become impossible for
advertisers to keep pace with the supply, it was imperative to automate these operations.

2

The marketing ecosystem has turned highly
competitive and radical. And with the entry of each
new technology in this field, it is only getting more
dynamic. As automation takes over every industry,
advertising will certainly not be left untouched by
this transformation. Programmatic advertising is
an automated-programmed using machines and
algorithms - route for buying ad space in real time.
While it has been around for some time, it is going to
rise as the go-to strategy for digital marketing and
change the very face of it.
There may be a mismatch in the future, between
companies still focused on channel separation
and audience segments, and those who take on a
more consumer-centric view regardless of what
communication channel is used. Marketers will
develop two important skills: the ability to utilize new
tools for the management, design and execution of
campaigns and skills around analysis, segmentation

3

Making ads more targetoriented by using data for
audience profiling

Results in a
better ROI

4

and model targets. Thanks to programmatic
advertising the industry is also witnessing a decrease
in instances of fraud and an increase in spend
transparency. This technique is also transforming
the way companies buy and create ads for mobile,
desktop, television and other media. Although there
may be some regulatory challenges, programmatic
advertising is here to stay.
The growth of programmatic advertising represents a
critical turning point in the era of data and technology.
Given that technology without data is of no use,
brands need a clear insight into what their audience
wants and track down their behavior to provide
customized and personalized experience. Although
programmatic advertising is still at a nascent stage in
India, with the early success of many organizations in
the ad-tech space, this trend will gather momentum
and be adopted by a larger set of brands.
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WHY IS THIS SO?
We witnessed that this trend is very similar to what web world saw in the late
90’s or the early 2000’s where every company wanted to be on the world wide
web because everybody else was there and very few could really define “Why”
when asked a question.
With technology bringing ease to developers and app publishers we often
miss out on clear definition or positioning of our apps which results in creating
yet another app which more is a checkbox for your personal gratification than
doing anything remotely useful.

Tanay Kumar | CEO, Fractal Ink

Creating
Engaging Mobile
Experiences
Study reveals that an average of 6,140 apps were released everyday
between 2016- 2018 through Google play store alone. As of 2018,
Apple’s app store has close to 3 million apps hosted. Average time spent
on these devices are anywhere between 3-4 hours, yet we have only a
handful of apps which are being consumed in these hours.

This invariably means that you first have to define and answer “why” would
any user click on that beautifully designed square box which you spent hours
splitting your hair on, among millions. This question although looks very
simple and can quickly be responded by most organisations, because it is
closely coupled with what your business has to offer.
But if you look at the current landscape of apps available you will see that
your services are being offered by 10 other players in the market through this
very same channel. The question then gets tougher because now you have to
answer “Why” would users choose your app over any other available in the
same space.
Creating mobile experiences which can engage the users is a tough job.
Some of the services that we are hooked on today, took the root of building
meaningful interventions which can have an intrinsic place in our lives. Some
of them have attained the status of a “verb” which is an ultimate reward for
any organisation.
Over the years we have seen some patterns develop which have helped us
create experiences which have been able to find a place in users lives. We call
this

“5 WICKETS for a Home run”

Who, What, Why, When,
Where and How?
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WHO?
WHAT?
WHY?
WHEN?
WHERE?

are we building for? Its important to clearly define your target audience. Also
apart from regular demographics of gender, age etc. its important to have
empathy in this definition. Look for desires, ambitions and obstacles in your
User study.

does this Target user need? Most of us have these wonderful animations
designed at the start of the app which talk about how to use the app. It’s
important to define how useful is the app to them rather than how to use. Tie
your business ambitions to what’s most important for your users to access via
an app.

are users going to download your app versus any other? There has to be clear
definition of the problem to the user that you are solving for and the solution
has to be dramatically different from other players rather than an increment
over any existing services. Personalisation and meaning to me as an individual
should be clearly articulated.

is that your users are most likely to encounter you? Is it daily or weekly? Is
it between 5 and 7 in the morning or is it late in the night. This definition
will allow you to analyse the activities that you are competing with in that
timeframe and optimise your solution accordingly.

are your users most likely to be when using your solution? This is one of the
most important factor in the build lifecycle. To give you an example, if you are
building a news app for morning travellers on work in Mumbai, then context
of Local trains and the life within the local train becomes important to study.
Does my app allow me to easily navigate through while I am holding on to the
rails? Does it allow me to listen to the news rather than read it?

Lastly,

HOW?

are you going to build this solution? Its important to not to do all the tasks yourself and bring in experts to able
to build it. Right from user researchers, to data scientists, to experience designers and developers all play a
crucial role in collaborating and bringing the solution to life. Hence don’t cut short the process and do not try to
play all the roles by yourself.
If you need to build something that changes the way world works, stop putting your energies into incrementally
improving old ways you have been working and focus on new opportunities to engage with your audience.

“Seems easy enough.
Isn’t it? Go build your path
breaking experience.”
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Location
based
marketing
strategy
What is your location strategy?
Blis is the global pioneer in location data. Our proprietary technology and platform helps
agencies and brands use location data to better understand consumer behavior, allowing
for effective targeted advertising to drive business outcomes. Globally, in 2018, we reached
1B devices and delivered 8.5B impressions – making us the leading provider of location
enhanced advertising in the industry worldwide.
Blis continues to develop and grow its cutting-edge technical offerings, having recently
launching a global blockchain pilot platform with IBM to further address the challenges
brands are facing around transparency and data verification and provenance.

Location data then
and now
The first wave of sophisticated location-based
advertising was facilitated by the growth of display
and programmatic, which allowed marketers to
employ location data at scale. At that stage, the
focus was heavily skewed towards proximity
advertising (reaching consumers near a particular
store). Whilst there’s still a lot of value for retailers
in the use of location for proximity advertising, the
industry has matured in many ways, and now the
attention has turned to much more sophisticated
applications for location data.
Through location data we can profile, buy and
attribute behaviours. Location data gives marketers
the opportunity to better define and understand
their audiences, ensuring that ads are reaching
exactly the right consumers and impressions aren’t
wasted.
It means your brand doesn’t have to blindly optimise
for reach or shout the loudest, both of which mean
spending the most; it means you can talk to the
right people, with the right message, at the right
time. These are the things that drive awareness,
consideration and purchase intent. The better you
understand behaviour, the better chance you have
to influence decision-making.
The further down the funnel you go, the better
campaigns powered by location data perform. If
you’ve bought an audience you’ve profiled based on
behaviour that fits the desired audience in the brief,
then you’ve got a better chance of getting people
who are in-market or may be in-market at some
point. This gives your brand a head start over the
competition, improving consideration. So while it’s
not the only source, and nor should it be, it’s a single
source, and having that red thread from profiling to
attribution is extremely valuable for marketers and
brands in better understanding their consumers.

“Impactful brand marketing is no longer just about
reaching the right person at the right time; the
content of the message also needs to be tailored
for the right place,” says Blis CEO Greg Isbister.
“Location information allows retailers to go
beyond generalized understandings of consumer
behavior and develop quality, right-time and
-place, personalized experiences.”

Powerful planning
tool
Additionally, the advancements in GPS satellite
positioning and wi-fi have gone a long way to solve
the accuracy issues that had previously hindered
location-based technology. Location smart SDKs,
embedded into publisher apps, have transformed
the way in which location data is obtained. It has
allowed brands to extract pure, first party, data
giving them access to the most accurate form of
location data. These advancements in accuracy have
helped shift the conversation about location from
audience buying to it now being talked about, and
used, as a powerful planning tool.
Marketers today must work with the most accurate
and current insights to make effective decisions and
drive return on investment. Understanding how
real world customer behaviour drives measureable
real-world foot traffic to specific locations and
leads to purchase is key to that. Every brand
should be considering a location strategy in order
to effectively plan, target and create the most
impactful and measurable campaigns that drive the
desired ROI.
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Special feature by

The essential
components
of great B2B
marketing
campaigns

What are the most common traits of great B2B marketing campaigns? How are innovative
companies breaking through? These examples can guide your strategy

In our information-saturated world, it can be a tall order to catch a consumer’s attention with marketing
content. That challenge is even greater for B2B marketers. We tend to have less “sexy” products to sell, fewer
resources at our disposal, and approximately zero pop stars to do the pitching for us.
Even given these hurdles, great B2B marketing campaigns have managed to achieve remarkable results. It
takes planning, strategy, flawless implementation, and continued optimisation, but it can be done.
There are 8 distinct elements that must work together for a great B2B campaign. Follow along as we outline
each of the eight, along with inspiring examples of real-life applications.

01
SMART GOALS
Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant,
Time-Sensitive. In many
ways, this acronym
sums up the modern
movement in marketing
as the entire field
becomes more datadriven and focused in its

strategies. Every great
B2B marketing campaign
today starts with proper
planning and groundwork. Embracing the
principles of SMART is
how we can prove our
value.

Example : J.P. Morgan Executes Comprehensive Plan to Reach Financial Advisors
In attempting to engage a challenging audience, asset manage- ment firm J.P. Morgan put together an extensive
blueprint that focused on reaching financial advisors with specific messaging at different stages of the
customer journey. The measured results (20% increase in on-site conversions, tenfold growth in FA follow- ers
on Showcase Page, 200% engagement rates compared to benchmarks) reflected successful achievement of
clear objectives.

02
KNOWING THE AUDIENCE
Who are we trying to reach? How can we best
engage them? Identifying and researching your
target audience invariably leads to higher click
and conversion rates. Savvy marketers use all
of the tools at their disposal to learn everything
they can about potential buyers, and then tailor
their content completely around the particular
habits and needs of these individuals.

Example : European Commission Connects with Niche Audience
The EC works to match investors with infrastructure projects based in Europe, giving them two well defined
niches. By analysing trends gleaned from previous campaigns on LinkedIn, and developing additional precision
targeting crite- ria, this Sponsored InMail outreach delivered a stunning 60 percent open rate, blowing away
industry benchmarks.
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03
CREATIVE CONCEPT

05
KILLER CONTENT

Here’s where B2B marketers can work to shed that “boring” label: by coming up with
something truly unique and refreshing. We should all be thinking outside the box
when hatching a new idea, seeking out ways to captivate web users desensitised from
exposure to the same old marketing approaches.

As Lee Odden once wrote: “Content isn’t king, it’s the kingdom.” While the strategies surrounding your content
are crucial for delivery and exposure, a well-crafted and relevant message must be at the heart of all great B2B
campaigns. Killer content should be the launching point for every effort to reach and educate an audience.

Example : Microsoft Brings a Fresh Take to the Surface
Looking to highlight the Surface device and its many B2B functionalities, Microsoft
Germany created a Showcase Page on LinkedIn demonstrating the tablet’s usage in
business settings.

04
INFLUENCER IMPACT
Contemporary marketers
are increasingly harnessing
the power of influencers.
The recognition factor
weighs heavily, so when
you pinpoint the right
person with a message that
aligns with their audience,
engagement levels can
skyrocket. Influencers are
particularly powerful on
LinkedIn, where members
are already following and
consuming their content
heavily.
Example : Swissquote Establishes Impressive Influencer Network
Hoping to build relationships with financial influencers who could help engage key decision-makers for foreign
exchange services, Swissquote used LinkedIn data to identify the right introducto- ry brokers, asset managers,
and financial advisors to target. The company ran a Sponsored InMail campaign to connect with these
professionals, achieving unprecedented response rates. Swissquote ended up with a network of 300 influencer
contacts, and a pipeline filled with qualified leads for the featured service.

Example : Lenovo Leans on Content Hubs for
Quality Leads
With a well conceived strategy, Lenovo sought to
influence IT professionals at the earliest stages of the
buyer’s journey by creating localised content hubs
for 13 different European countries. The campaign
tapped into LinkedIn’s geo-targeting and languagepreference capabilities for an experience that hit
home with members, boosting leads in Lenovo’s
pipeline by 63%.

06
VISUAL ASSETS
Statistics show that people are far better at remembering pictures than words. It goes without saying that
when you’re scrolling through a website, SERP, or social media feed, striking images are going to catch your
eye more than blocks of text. So it isn’t hard to see why fetching visuals are fundamental elements of highperforming B2B campaigns.
Example : LinkedIn Goes Bigger and Better
We find that promoting content by using quick-hit
stats or small bits of copy in combination with striking
visuals leads to a substantial increase in click rate.
Additionally, using larger rich-media graphics as
opposed to thumbnail previews raises CTR by 38%, so
we like to make our favorite images quite prominent.
Who doesn’t love a cat in sunglasses?
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07
SEO OPTIMISATION
Social media is one part of the puzzle, but companies must also make sure that they
are visible on search engines, especially when it comes to prioritised keywords and
initiatives. Competition for many terms is reaching such heights that B2B marketers
must get creative in order to keep appearing in results.

Example : MarketShare Piles Up Leads with Distinct
Display Ads
laying off the ability of search engines to recognise
misspellings of popular keywords and recommend the
correct version, MailChimp launched an expansive
campaign with several satirical products and
creations under slight altera- tions of their brand
name (for instance, the short film JailBlimp and the
beauty treatment SnailPrimp). Then, they created
paid search campaigns around each, so that searchers
who came across the quirky content would find their
way back to the email marketing platform.

Example : MailChimp Monkeys Around with Keyword Variations
laying off the ability of search engines to recognise misspellings of popular keywords and recommend the
correct version, MailChimp launched an expansive campaign with several satirical products and creations
under slight altera- tions of their brand name (for instance, the short film JailBlimp and the beauty treatment
SnailPrimp). Then, they created paid search campaigns around each, so that searchers who came across the
quirky content would find their way back to the email marketing platform.

08
PAID SOCIAL
Achieving organic reach on social media is great, but in many cases a paid boost is
necessary to gain visibility against competitors and ensure targeted reach. With
the right message, oriented toward the right audience, you can get plenty of bang
for your buck and score serious ROI.

“B2B marketing may seem complicated,
but it’s easy to get great results if you go
by the numbers. Make sure your campaign
includes these 8 components, and you’re far
more likely to join the ranks of great B2B
Campaigns.”

Evolution of Digital Media

Marketing to
Transformation
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“As India gets digitally empowered, with the rise of

Digital transformation
model
Digital transformation is implemented in complete sense of integration
and should touch upon and transform the business inclusively. Digital
transformation of businesses needs to cover, inspect, look upon and
consider every aspect to be successful.

Internet penetration, the amount of reliable data
about customers and every individual has seen a
dramatic increase. To be able to harness this data
for business and to reach out to customers has
become the key differentiator for organisational
success. Digital transformation is not just important
it is absolutely essential for organisations to remain

Organizations need their core
business value proposition to
function along with newer forms of
business models in order to achieve
increased revenue and business
growth. They would need to
strategize and transform effectively
in order to compete in the market.

Business
models

relevant in the future”

Mr. Vivek Srivatsa | Head – Marketing, Passenger
Vehicle Business Unit, Tata Motors

Business activities
and functions
The major business activities and functions
with the effective implementation of the digital
transformation will lead to ‘desilofication’ of
departments in the business such as Marketing,
Operations, Finance & Accounts, Human resources,

Administration and Customer Services, and will help
the business grow as a whole.
It’s important to standardize processes to optimize
them with respect to time, cost and quality. This helps
in defining meaningful metrics and monitor KPIs.
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Partnerships and
ecosystems
New ecosystems are built with various backgrounds
upon the fabric of digital transformation, data-driven
decision-making wherein data becomes actionable
and ultimately becomes assets of innovation in
the arson of the business. The proprietor of the
businesses/entities partner with third parties such

People
empowerment

Digital transformation
is not just about
technology, it puts
forward people
and strategy. The
changing behavior and
expectations of the
business stakeholders,
customers are crucial
and critical to consider
while strategizing a
business model and its
functional activities.
The business’s core
philosophy needs to
empower its service
takers/ consumers with
digital transformation
activities.

as distributors, suppliers, network partners, etc.
depending on the size of the business. The business’s
digital transformation helps in maintaining fruitful
and co-operative relations with the third parties
towards ease of doing business.

Relationship building
It is imperative for business to build relationships across three levels: External, Internal, Holistic

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

HOLISTIC

The customer experience, or
the external communications
of the organization.

The business operations, or
the internal communications
and decision making of the
organization.

The entire organization;
therefore, the transformation
strategy must be holistic
and inclusive of all business
segments and functions.

Organizational
culture
In the organization there must be a clear customercentric, hyper-aware goal which is achieved by
acquiring core business competencies across
different areas such as leadership, knowledge worker,
etc. The cultural development of an organization can
be as such optimized with the digital touchpoints
considering the customer’s needs are critical and
addressed with the best service/ products.
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Digital
transformation
more than just
technological
advancement
by applying technology to individual resources and/
or processes. The technology enhances the efficiency
and serve customers, saving money, and providing a
better experience. When it comes to Indian markets,
digital transformation is leading to change and in
the future enhance the traditional business models
with the help of Artificial intelligence (AI), Machine
Learning (ML), robotics, biometrics and cognitive
services. Further to it, the digital transformation will
lead to digital reinvention which would incorporate
digital technologies which will yield more revenue
and better results via effective strategies, improved

Digital transformation
shifts the paradigm in
a way an organization
does business. The
increase in digital
adoption and other
digital technologies
and advancements
lead to change in
processes, operations,
infrastructure and
activities. Digital
transformation is
possible only with
a stable and strong
base of digitalization.
Digitalization improves
and enriches efficiency

experiences and products. Indian economy is
transforming steadily and marching towards
embracing digital at large by expanding its digital
infrastructure, growing data consumption and
increasing its technology adoption. Digitalization
and the technological advancements award the
businesses with the most valued and golden
customer data, basis which the business can service
the customer’s needs. Currently, the time is perfect
to embrace digital transformation and businesses
use technology at its full potential.

Digital
Initiatives
Digital initiatives have now become possible thanks
to the evolving digital infrastructure in the country.
Digital India as a public initiative empowers citizens
with 81 lakh enrolments in the digital literacy
program, 19.3 lakh users registered on MyGov
platform. Private sector is contributing to improve the
internet infrastructure. Reliance’s Jio has introduced
high-speed fiber optic internet at a nominal
subscription costs and its mobile services using 4G
is providing data at 11x lower wireless data costs.
Numerous mobile manufacturers have already tested
5G network and capabilities which would provide
1000x speed that of 4G and it is predicted that almost
40% of the world population will have access to 5G
by 2022. India’s telecom authority is preparing for
a spectrum auction to push for the adoption of 5G
technology in the country. The base capabilities come
with hardware and software optimizations for 4G.
Google has also been introducing products which
have custom-made OS for their Android mobile with

the ‘Go’ edition. The OS itself runs smartphones with
low-end specifications, the ‘Go’ apps are lite version
which consumes less hardware space and consumes
less data. The technological advancements and
adoption of different technologies will accelerate
the growth of the economy. Such technological
advancement was implemented by Andhra Pradesh
by adopting blockchain and became the first state
in the country to introduce pilot projects for the
departments of civil supplies and land records to
protect data of land ownership from cyber-attacks.
International support for blockchain and AI is of
utmost importance. In this wake, India and Russia
have agreed to increase cooperation in the field of
artificial intelligence (AI) and blockchain system
and explore working jointly across core areas of
focus such as- healthcare, transport infrastructure,
agriculture and agro-processing sector, small and
medium business support, digital transformation and
industrial & trade cooperation.
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Business inside
out
The digital transformation in businesses is transforming
core operations from physical to digital by the path
of digital transformation. The transformation roots
from the IT infrastructure and for businesses adoption
of cloud-based tools to operate software, build and
integrate new applications and maintain store and
restore data with computing capabilities is important
for future-proof digital infrastructure transformation.

Holistically, digital is
transforming, not just as
a medium of marketing
and communication but is
taking a leap towards
full-fledged transformation
of businesses.

Businesses must have ‘know your customer’ (KYC) data aligned to the
business functions in order to formulate an effective business strategy
considering related aspects and hence bring about efficient digital
transformation.
Data-driven decision making in businesses relies
heavily on information management and data
analytics. Using data-driven decision-making will
enable top-management decision makers to cater to
the consumer needs and will be able to enhance their
consumer’s experiences. The relationship between
internal and external partners, suppliers, distributors
and customers is of utmost importance and the
ecosystem needs to be designed as such that is robust
and can be up scaled as the business progresses in
the future. Also, businesses need to identify talent,
hire and train digital-ready workforce and encourage
collaboration between people and machines. The plan
needs to include workforce who are millennials and
team them with experienced leaders who understand
the digital granularity completely. Businesses
themselves should design processes and practices

that can understand and function according to the
different kinds of workers it interacts with. This will
improve the focus on automation of repetitive tasks
and improve worker productivity.
The external business economics are fundamentally
changing from digital disruptions and constant
shifting business dynamics. New technologies create
more value chains and new types of ecosystems are
emerging which are displacing traditional industries
and gauges seamless sophisticated customer
experiences.
A successful transformation imbibes the practice of
good and relevant data collection and maintenance.
While this might appear trivial the latent benefits of
having this in place is ironically immeasurable.

Sectorial
change

BFSI sector in India has evolved because of
digitalization and banks heavily rely on IT and data
infrastructure to streamline their process and
make transactions and service provision hasslefree. This sector has already gone under a massive
transformation and transition in the recent years. The
United payment interface (UPI) launched by national
payments corporation of India (NCPI) has changed
the way instant fund transfer is made in India. Almost
every bank has incorporated the system of UPI and
the whole system works on the phone to transfer
money to another device. The digital policies have
also led to the evolution of digital only banks like Digi
bank by DBS and Airtel bank. Traditional banking
ecosystems are rapidly evolving with integrating
multi-network relational partners which broadly
includes fintech institutions, digital payments and
technological partners.
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Based on spends in digital media, the various industry verticals can be
classified into four major segments based on their adoption of digital
transformation:
1. Disruptive Innovator: Telecom and E-Commerce

Digital Adoption
Matrix - India

GROWTH OF DIGITAL SPENDS

BUBBLE SIZE INDICATES GROWTH OF PROPORTION OF DIGITAL SPENDS

2. Digital Leaders: Consumer Durables and BFSI
3. Traditional Giants: FMCG and Media & Entertainment
4. Digital Functionals: Automotive & Retail

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATOR
They have been the innovators
and always had sizable share of
marketing investments in Digital
media. These will be the ones who
will usually innovate with disruptive
marketing technologies in Digital
media. For example they have
been some of the earliest investors
towards Branding activities on
digital, which has been known
mostly for performance driven
campaigns since long. Telecom and
E-Commerce categories belong to
this segment.

DIGITAL LEADERS
Once they have seen the power
of the digital media, they have
continually increased their
investments. They will adopt new
technology more easily than giants
and marathoners. Consumer
durables and BFSI categories belong
to this segment.

DIGITAL FUNCTIONALS
They like to balance their media
investments by going for proven
media avenues. While they have
adopted digital, their share of
investments in this medium has not
seen much growth as compared
to others. They will continue
keeping this pace and will increase
their investments in digital media
gradually. Automotive and Retail
categories belong to this segment.

PROPORTION OF DIGITAL SPENDS

TRADITIONAL GIANTS
These are heavy spenders on
traditional media and are slow
adopters of Digital. While their
quantum of spends on digital may be
high, it is still low when compared
to spends on other media. This
category believes in the power of
branding activities on traditional
media and will start investing more
on digital once it is widely accepted
to be a branding medium. FMCG and
Media & Entertainment categories
belong to this segment.
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Consumer is
still the King
Digitalization and therefore digital transformation
holistically empowers customers and change their behavior
in the sense of how they get the information about the
brand/business and evaluate them. Businesses, in such an
evolving situation, need to master the end-user interface
since digitalization heavily affects customer relationships
and processes and how they interact with each other. This
is the reason the businesses need to concentrate on the
customer needs and customer experience and should keep
it at priority. To gain customer insights, businesses need to
use marketing research and customer analytics solutions
which can help them understand and properly address
customer needs and accordingly strategize and plan or
make necessary changes in their organization and business
plan.
Digital transformation, if implemented effectively will prove
to be beneficial for both customers and businesses.

Research Methodology
The findings presented in the report have been arrived at through primary and secondary research.
PRIMARY RESEARCH: Interviews were conducted with advertisers across industry verticals, media agencies,
online publishers and ad networks to understand their advertising investments across media, along with other
focus areas in digital media.
SECONDARY RESEARCH: Secondary research was done to identify the market structure and dynamics of the
digital ad market in India. Information was collected from various external and internal sources, and analyzed
thoroughly for validating the primary data.
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DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK - FACEBOOK MARKETING PARTNER
Dentsu Aegis Network is now a proud partner of Facebook, being the only network group in India to claim the
official title of Facebook Marketing Partner for AdTech.
It has a dedicated Data Science division which is a pioneer in developing intelligent automation products
through Dentsu Aegis Network Data Labs, its flagship platform. It includes a suite of sophisticated products
that deliver deep audience insights, ability to activate across platforms and performance optimisation towards
various goals. All of this in on single system that is designed by Digital Marketers for Digital Marketers.
The team is headed by Gautam Mehra, who has been instrumental in developing the agency’s relationship
with Facebook and has worked on building the best digital practices for some of India’s marquee brands. He is
currently the Chief Data Officer for Detsu Aegis Network – South Asia and is spearheading the data story for
the Group in the region.

